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Juan Williams speaks
on individual action
by D u Moore
Staff Writer ■

Juan Williams, Washington Post journalist and acclaimed
author of the book Eyes on the Prize, stressed that any individual
can rise up and make an impact in histoiy. Williams delivered a
speech at the Gerald R. Ford Museum on Wednesday, February 9,
as part of Black Histoiy Month.
In his speech, Williams spoke of three people specifically:
Thurgood Marshall, Nelson Mandela, and Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., and the impact they had on race relations. These three men did
not expect to make history, and many people, according to
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Panel discusses media
coverage of minorities
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The issue of minority coverage in the media was discussed
in a Wednesday, February 9, panel on “The Responsibilities
of Freedom of the Press.”
The panel was a part of Black History Month, with
Washington Post journalist Juan Williams slated as the
honored guest speaker. However, when Williams’ arrival on
campus was postponed due to the weather, fellow panelist,
andeditorofTheGrand Rapids Press Mike Lloyd, tookover
the introductoiy remarks.
“One of the most difficult things in journalism,” he said,
“is to sort out all of the stuff that’s happening around you, and

put it in focus.”
Juan Williams speaks at the Gerald R. Ford
Photo by Jo* Fud
Museum as part e f Black History Month.
Williams, have the same attitude today.
“Peoplepretty much say to themselves, T m just a student, and
I coiildn ’t expect to do anything like that. Icouldn’texpecttomake
histoiy, to influence people in terms o f their opinions and ideas,
their values, and their priorities. I really couldn’t change my
community,"’ said Williams.
Williams said that even when Marshall was in his first year at
Liiicoln University, he was suspended for participating in fraternity
pranks. His mother had little ambition for him. She only taught
him how to cook, saying, HA black man that knows how to cook
will never be out of wpik."
He then met Langston Hughes, the great poet who was also
attending the university. Hughes led him to question why blacks
could not go into certain restrooms or restaurants, and also to think
about why there were no black faculty members teaching an all
black student body. It was only when Marshall was chased out of
a movie theater when sitting in the white section that he realized
that something must change.
Marshall went on to become involved in the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).
He was also appointed to the Supreme Court He is widely known
for his part in the caseBrown v. the Board o f Education .which ended
segregation in American schools.
Williams metNelson Mandela upon the South African leader’s
release from prison after 27 years. The lawyer was imprisioned for
political activism that the Apartheid government deemed treason.
When Mandela was young, he also had little will to push for change
in a nation held in the grip of Apartheid.
“I thought that as a young man it must just be burning in his
soul to get out and get involved and tear down this awful
system( Apartheid). But, in talking to Mandela, I came to understand
that that wasn't the case at all, that Mandela as a young man was
not so much rebelling against the political statement as he was
rebelling against his parents. He didn ’t want to grow up in the tribal
lands; he wanted to come to the big city, he wanted the bright lights,
he wanted the excitement,” said Williams.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s greatest hope as a young man was
to become a minister like his father. When he did get his first
church in Montgomery, Alabama, the Montgomery bus boycott
was already underway. Rosa Parks had been arrested and King did
not want to get involved for fear of losing his church, but he came
to the realization that someone must act.
Said Williams, “As we think about where we are in the 1990s,
it’s veiy critically important that we understand that the Civil
Rights movement hasn’t gone away. It hasn’t died down, it hasn’t
evolved and changed, and that the issues and the moment take on
a different character, a different light, but (it is) no less challenging
a movement for us today.”
He said that that many people today doubt that they have the
power, strength, andpotenrial to be socially active. People in the
nineties just don’t want to be leaders, and they are content to say,
“I can’t believe," according to Williams. The author stressed,
however, that any of the aforementioned leaders could have been
ordinary students at Grand Valley State University.
Williams closed with a message directed toward the young
people in the audience that night
“This is the moment that is absolutely hungry for your
leadership. Life right now is open for people with talent and
energy, people who are willing to step into the breach and make
histoiy. History hungers for you,” said Williams.
Senior Film and Video major Leonard Jones said of the speech,
“We never know exactly what destiny holds for us, but if we
continue to do good things maybe we will be used to bring forth
cfiange.”
Amy Jackion, a freshman Biology major said, “The thing that
intrigued me is that it wara’t that these people wanted to be in the
limelight; they just evolved into it.”
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He added that the focus of any story, picture, or article
depends on the person taking that picture, or writing the story.
In the same respect, whoever sees that picture, or reads the
stoiy, will have a completely different focus of their own.
“What this country stands for is this kind of meeting,”
Lloyd said, referring to the open panel-audience discussion.
“Because truth will always rise to the top. Not in a week, or
two issues of any paper, but over time.”
Before each of the panelists gave their presentation,
Lloyd asked the audience to “put yourselves in the shoes of
these people having to make these decisions, and present this

(I tor) Seated at the Free Press Panel are Mike Lloyd, Patricia
Pulliam, Kate Beatty and Jaime Malone.
news to you.”
Joining Lloyd on the panel were Carolyn Miller, professor
of journalism at Grand Valley State University; Patricia
Pulliam, editor and publisherof TVte Grand Rapids Times, an
African-American publication; Jaime Malone, editor of El
Hispano, a Hispanic publication; Jennifer Matic, editor-inchief of the Lanthorn', and Kate Beatty, news editor of the
Lanthorn.
In Marie's presentation, she addressed the debate about
why certain articles were placed on the front page of the
Lanthorn. She added that the Lanthorn always tries to cover
all news.
Following each panelist’s brief presentation, the panel

was open, to
questions from
the audience.
M aster o f
ceremonies for
the panel, senior
Leonard Jones,
began w ith
q u e s t i o n
addressed to
Lloyd, w hich
asked, “If you
had to do a story
on poverty, (whose picture) would you run with the story?”
“That’s a veiy, very good question that goes to this issue
of image versus reality, stereotype reinforcing negative
images,” Lloyd answered. “The overwhelming number of
people below poverty level income in the city of Grand
Rapids would be African-American.”
“But that only tells part of the story,” he added. “If you
look at poverty in Kent County, the numbers switch. The
(most) people (below the income level) in rural Kent County
are white,” he added.
“We tried to be balanced, and we ran two pictures, one of
a black family and one of a white family because both were
true. And, ultimately, it was my call that the picture of the
white family would run larger, because I didn’t want to create
or reinforce a stereotype that would
already be existing in the
community,” Lloyd said.
Jamie Bradford was the next
to address the panel, with a
question [at the Lanthorn editors.
She asked what the Lanthorn was
doing to recruit people of color
and commented on the negative
stereotype of African-Americans
in the media.
Beatty said that when she
started her job as news editor, she
went to Dean of Minority Affairs
Donald Williams and asked him if
he knew of any events going on, or
people who would like to write for
the Lanthorn and if so, to please
let her know. She also added that
she
was open to comments any
Photo by Juon Denny
minority students may have.
Marie added that in many issues, an advertisement
requesting writers for the Lanthorn.
The next question was directed at anyone on the panel.
“Why do you feel it’s necessary to indicate what race or
ethnicity a person is in an article?”
“In the Lanthorn, we don ’t,” said Marie. She noted that the
one rime race was mentioned was when a women was assaulted
on campus, and the suspect had not yet been caught. Thus, it
was necessary to print that the suspect was a white male, so
others could be aware.
“We don’t do that at the Press," added Lloyd. He noted
thaf picture^ may be run with a robbery, or murder story,
Please see PANEL, p.2

NRG fu n d s protested
by Christopher Barron
Staff Writer

On Friday, February 11, approximately 20 people from the
Parents' Resource Organization, along with their children, visited
NRG, in the basement of the Kirkhof Center. Their purpose was
to protest the 5100,000 allocated to NRG via the student life fee.
Said Michele DeVoe, President of the Parents’ Resource
Organization, “Parents at Grand Valley comprise approximately
4,000, and we are not represented at all with the student life fee.”
According to DeVoe, the Parents’ Resource Organization has
HUJ the site
sma protest by about 20
Photo by Joe Fesel
asked for money in the past from the Student Life Organization.
peoplefrom Parents Resource Organization.
“We haven’t received any money and we feel that NRG is a
huge joke because most of the people can' t utilize it, as you can see at NRG.
here. So we decided to utilize it ourselves and just take advantage
“It was made for them too. I’m glad they came down,” said
Bolton.
of it,” said DeVoe.
However, she did say that the Parents' Resource Organization
Another parent, A1 DHesenga, stated that Grand Valley needs
some type of day care system. He said that they too, bring in a lot should talk to the NRG staff about their concerns.
‘Talk to me, we’ll do Children’s Nights. We’re all here to
of money to the school.
Kathy Bolton, manager of NRG, was pleased to see the parents help each other," she said.
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PANEL
The discussion moved on, as
fr o m p .l -------- ---------------------- another student voiced his'opinion.
which would then give the ethnicity,
“Ihad to supplementmy education
but it is not mentioned in stories.
of Black History on my own. You
“Well we do it, but we do it with a come to me and ask me these questions,
little different slant,” added Pullium. andl’m going to return thequestion...if
“The whole fbcusof African-American you’re a journalist, it’s your job...it’s
pipers is to present positive images, not my job to also educate you.
especially if there is not a picture to go
Miller responded to his comment.
with the story."
“We teach in journalism school
Next to address the panel was here...that journalists are only as good
Stephanie Mack, author o f a letter to as their sources,” said Miller. “It’s a
the editor in response to the placement two way street, and you are sources.
o f a negative stoiy involving a black We don’t do this alone, if we did this
student The article had been placed alone, it would be our interpretation of
on the front page o f the Lanthorn last the news... we value you as a source.
fall.
We can’t know everything about
Mack was one of two people who everything. We rely on our sources to
had their letters of complaintpublished help us out,” she added.
in the Lanthorn't editorial page.
Teresa Cayton, from TV13 had a
“1guess I never really expected to comment, not a question. She said that
get this kind o f response, but I’m glad the same issues that are being debated
that it did.” She added, “just because here also happen in television. She
you (theLanthorn) only got two letters, added that where a story is placed or
don't think that only two people felt run is just as important as what the
that w ty."
story itself says.

“African-American men, women,
other minorities in the auditorium, the
door has been open by the young lady
there on the panel. She (the editor of
th e L a n th o rn ) said “send your
applications in.” Don’tsitout here and
criticize, you have a responsibility,
too...you have to get in to make some
changes. We need more AfricanAmericans in managerial positions. It’s
OK to be a reporter-you have to start
somewhere. But getin and getyourself
in a position where you can make
decisions.”
“If you don’t want it bad enough,
then the situation is not going to
change,” she added.
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Former GVSU student
awaits sentencing
by DJ. MHcheH
Suff Writer

A former Grand Valley State
University student pled guilty to a
sexual assault on a female student
that occurred last year.
Sean Robert M cB ride, 19,
originally charged with 3rd degree
criminal sexual conduct, pled guilty
to a reduced charge o f 4th degree
criminal sexual conduct in Ottawa

County’s20thCircuit Court January
17th.
4th degree crim inal sexual
conduct, ahigh-court misdemeanor,
carries a penalty of 2 years in jail
and a $500 fine. If McBride had
been convicted o f 3rd degree
criminal sexual conduct, which is a
felony, he would have faced, up to
15 years in prison. The offense
requires a mandatory AIDS test.
McBride’s sentencing is set for
February 28th at 1:15 p.m.

The Lanthorn is dedicated to presenting accurate, factual
inform ation. I f \ou see an error, please contact the Lanthorn at
895-2460 and ask fo r Jennifer.

Choosing the right apartment for yourself and your friends can
be a pretty tough decision. You want to find a place close
enough to campus so you don’t have to get up two hours before
your 9:00 a.m. class, yet far enough away from all the noise so
you can study far the three exams you have next week.
You want a place that is affordable, and yet is still one-hundred
times nicer than all of your friend’s apartments. (Sorry no
apartments with cool green stoves and refrigerators available)
You want big rooms, nice carpeting, 24-hr. management (when
you lock yourself out on Friday afternoon and all your
rtxxnmates went home for the weekend.)

You want quality at a reasonable price.

jiM tK S H P :
Besides you’ve got more important stuff to be doing, like proof
reading that paper you just finished for spelling mistakes.
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NOW RENTING FOR THE FALL & SUMMER
PHONE: 243-7511 or
895-5875
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§ TUDENT SENATE N E W §

Ethics in Media discussed in forum
by T aal Meyers
Staff Writer

:

by AlanP. Babbitt
Stiff Writer

Dean of Students Bait Meride
met with the Senate Thursday to try
to urge them to reconsider their
decision a year ago, which
recommended to the Board of
Control that part-time students pay
a student life fee.
The fee would be based on how
many credits the student is taking.
G raduate students w ere not
supposed tobechargediftheplanis
approved, but the language in the
S enate resolution does not
specifically say so, according to
Meride.
Senate President Len Van
Popering announced in his report
that Grand Valley had been accepted
into the National Direct Lending
Program . It will allow GVSU
students to borrow money for college
at a cheaper interest rate.

The S enate approved an
spontaneous allocation of $1286 to
the N ational Society of Black
Engineers, which is looking for new
members on campus.
Political Action Committee
chair EdwardCardenas reported that
the postcard drive to Gov. John
E ngler and co-speaker o f . the
Michigan House Paul Hillegonds
should kick off this week. The Senate
is hoping to send500signed cards to
both Engler and Hillegonds, both of
whom play a major role in the state
appropriations process.
After participating in final
interviews Monday, four candidates
for the open Senate positions are
expected to be v o ted on at
Thursday’s meeting. It begins at
4:30 p in . in the Mainsail Lounge of
the Kirkhof Center.

As p art >of a day-long
interdisciplinary symposium entitled
“Ethics in the LateTwentiethCentury,”
Communications Professor Lawrence
Beery; Jennifer M atk, editor-in-chief
o f the Lanthom ; Carolyn Miller,
professor of journalism; and Frederic
C hapm an,
professor
of
com m unications, held a panel
discussion entitled “Ethics in Media"
at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, February 9.
Beery opened the discussion with
aspeech in which he voiced his concern
that the Information Superhighway will
result in a gradual loss of privacy for
future generations o f Americans.
Beery is concerned that advertisers
will gradually demand more and more
information about television viewers,
and that as a result, more and more of
our privacy will be lo st The change,
according to Beery, will be so gradual
that each successive generation of

Americans w on't notice.
“Itis unlikely thatone can exist without
Jennifer Matic spokevabout the the other. Without an editor there is no
need for editors to be fair and to one person to accept the responsibility
represent tdl sides, of an issue even if and, ultimately, the consequences of
they don’t agree.
these decisions that we regard as
The letters an editor receives may ethics,” said Milfer.
be irrelevant, untrue, and confusing,
F red Chapm an, a former
but that doesn’t matter, according to businessman, spoke on the need for
Matic.
credibility and ethical codes.
“In situations such as these, we
A ccording to Chapman, the
must trust that the reader will be able to problem with ethical codes is that they
critically analyze the letter he or she are voluntary and are not generally
reads,” Matic said.
enforced, leaving room for misuse.
She ended her speech saying that
He urged students to say “no” to
it is critical for editors to maintain unethical practices, no matter what the
respect for each individual’s right to situation.
believe what they believe.
Chapman himself walked away
Carolyn Miller, a newcomer to from the vice presidency in a company
Grand Valley State University, spoke where he had six years invested when
about today’s changing ethical his superior asked him to lie to the
boundaries as a result o f today’s press.
changing technology.
“Keep your morals,” he said,
“When you take the professional “Don’t hang them up on a coat rack
editing functionoutof journalism,you when you leave.”
takeaway the ethical boundaries which
an editor is asked to present,” she said.
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Week Ending 2/6/94
Criminal Sexual Conduct
Robbery
Breaking and Entering
Assault
Larceny
Receiving and Concealing Stolen Property.
Parole Violation
Warrant Arrest
Credit Card Fraud
Attempting to Elude a Police Officer
Malicious Destruction of Property
Indecent Exposure
Traffic Accidents
Drug-Related Offenses
OUH/DW1
Minor in Possession
Transporting Open Intoxicants
Hit and Run
Driving While License Suspended
Restricted License
Harassing/Obscene Phone Calls
Campus Trespass
Suspicious Incidents
Speeding/Other Traffic Offenses
Juvenile Offenses
Attempted Suicide
Medical Emergencies
Mutual Aid Incidents
Total Offenses/Situations Handled

' 0
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
7
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
_Q
19

Total*
0
0
1
1
6
1
1
2
1
0
2
1
22
2
0
2
1
4
0
0
1
1
0
3
1
1
12
1
69

(km Books!!
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

♦Total For Winter Semester, 1994

Zenith Rep here every other Friday starting 1-14-94 from 10am - 2pm,
Apple Rep every Wednesday from 12 - 3

Giving honor to a King Technology versus death
^ -~
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Just after 11 p.m. last November
14 my father died of complications
following emergency heart surgery.
He spent his last hours of life on a table
in the intensive care unit of Beaumont
Hospital in Royal Oak. Lines, tubes
and other paraphernalia were attached
to almost every part of his body. Some
o f them even found their way into his
open chest cavity. It was not a pretty
sight.
'
The intensive care unit of a major
hospital is a surreal setting: each patient
on a slab in a separate cubicle, attached
to all the monitoring equipment, the
patients forming a neat radial pattern
around the central control area where
the medical professional waits for
signals indicating that one o f their
charges has decided to pack it in. It
looks like a setting in a science-fiction
movie.
At the time of my father’s death,
my mother and I were in the visitor’s
lounge down the hall from intensive
care. No family members were with
my father when he died. Instead, the
medical staff was taking its last best
shot at keeping him alive, an approach
they describe as “electrical
stimulation.” We had given them
permission to do this earlier in the
evening. It was a difficult decision,
but we wanted to give my father every
chance to make i t
So picture this: my father lying on
aslab in intensivecare, his chest cavity
open, hooked up to all manner of

J

In late 1955, an aging woman declined to confine herself to the Jim Crow
Law practiced by the Alabama Public Transportation System. Her steadfast
refusal to retreat to the back of the bus sparked a national civil rights
campaign for civil and human rights.
Friday afternoon I stood awaiting the Indian Trails bus to arrive at the
Grand Rapids Greyhound station. A few college associates and 1 were
discussing the upcoming weekend when the bus arrived. The conductor
stood at the boarding door and with a stem voice began announcing what the
destinations were. In a friendly manner I responded “Umm Hmm” and
smiled after he completed his lisL Obviously my gesture did not flatter this
man with flushed skin and dark blue eyes. He glared at me with the hate stare
Negroes spoke of in the 1960s and said to me with an authoritative voice, “Go
to the back of the line.” There was no struggle with my conscience on how
to respond to this rather absurd command. Realizing I must have offended
him, I decided an argumentative rebuttal would only lead to hostility.
Instead, I gave honor to that aging woman. I calmly said, “No, I’m not going
to the back of the line.” I stuck out my hand and gave him my ticket He
glared at me again, but this time not with the hate stare, but disbelief that I,
too, did not subject myself to absurd commands. He snatched my ticket and
I boarded the bus smiling, realizing more than ever that I had the right to sit
in the front of the bus, the middle of the bus, the back of the bus, or even drive
the bus if I so desired.
_ '
It is this calm and passive tactic of non-violently fighting for human
rights which makes Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. a phenomenal aspect of our
history as fighting people.
The charisma of a man who has created an undying sense o f hope, belief
and faith in the hearts o f men, women and children continues to flourish.
Illusions dancing insidemental thoughts,fantasies made upofsecretplaces—
these concepts played no role in the development of a phrase, “I Have A
Dream,” which over 40years ago gave light at the endofadark tunnel, which
keeps racism, violence, discrimination, sexism, segregation, and malice
loaded with ammunition to destroy humankind. It was more than adream and
greater than any illusion or fantasy; it was and is power to force the tunnel of
hate to stop the siege on racial justice and peace.
Today Icelebrate 22yearsof life, and nowlfinally realize the power that
the words of Dr. King’s speech “I Have A Dream” has to move souls. Reality
has set in, and I know the importance of having a dream and making itreality.
I know my own personal struggle joins forces with blade men and women
everywhere. The dream Dr. King had was not just confined to his own spirit
but all righteous thinking people.
'
On August 28,1963, Dr. King encouraged people to get involved with
the Civil Rights movement Today, we as young black people need to get
involved. We must become members of the Black Student Union, You
beautiful Black Woman, Greek fraternities and sororities, and other black
organizations on campus to join forces to create change and continue the
movement We must join student government to develop programs to unify
Student Senate-why do we have
this campus.
one? Myunderstandingisthattheyare
I’ve always been one to say that if I was bom a slave, I would have been
voted into office by the students for the
a rebellious one like Nat Turner. Iflw asbom inthel950sor 1960s, 1would
students. But is that how the senators
have been an angry freedom fighter like Malcolm X. Y et my heart would
feel? I don’t think so. Maybe they are
always pump the fluid o f the love through my angry body, the same love
w orried
about
letters
of
which Dr. King spoke about on that heated summer day at our nation’s
recommendation, furthering their
capital.
careers etc., but they definitely aren’t
Iknow through experience as a black woman dodging bullets in Detroit
thinking aboutus. If the administration
Michigan, a black woman seeking equality on the predominantly white
says jump, they jump. Is it too much to
campuses of Ferris State and Grand Valley, and a black woman feeling tense
ask for a backbone, or is our country
walking on the red clay iik'Stone Mountain, Georgia, that the struggle
destined to have spineless people vote
continues.
in spineless leaders? I recently went to
Dr. King said “Let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of Georgia!” I
two Student Senate meetings and I
have recollections of racial injustice that abound in Stone Mountain, Georgia.
have never been so proud of not voting
Five yean of living in the South brought me face to face with our struggle.
in my life.
Memories of the “Skin Heads” walking down my high school halls, coining
A few of the senators did seem to
face to face with a white man wearing a Ku Klux Klan t-shirt, remembering
care about the whole student body, but
my white teacher demanding I answer her “Yes ma’am and no ma’am”; all
the majority were much too immature
these events tell me that the dream is not over.
to care about anything more than
It did not die when Malcolm X was shot dead in the Audubon ballroom;
themselves and where the next party
it did not die when Jessie Jackson lost the presidential election; it did not die
is. I think it’s about time that we, the
when Malice Green died from police brutality. IT LIVES ON. IT’S
students of Grand Valley, take some
CALLING FOR ME AND YOU TO KEEP IT ALIVE!
interest in who represents us. Let’s
I can never wear African kente cloth, sport an X on a baseball cap, keep
Vote rather than let someone have
a book of Dr. King's greatest quotes in my book bag, or dance to the beat of
both of their friends vote and get
African drums until I do my part to keep the dream alive. Lmust perform the
elected. What has happened to the
Heimlich maneuver on this dream which is choking on racism, violence, and
Senate is as much our fault as theirs
non-justice.
because we don’t vote! For those of
If you see me on the street and I have a serious look on my face it's
you who did vote, tell me you didn’t
because I'm plotting my strategy to become a soldier in the fight created by
know what you were doing.
great man. Like the Little Engine That Could, not only do 1think I can, I
At the last meeting the Senate
know I can! Come right with me before the dream dies.
decided to take the Harpoon's money
THANK YOU, DR. KING. THANK YOU FOR HAVING ADREAM!
from them. They decided to take a
stand on something no one else cares
about Even President Lubbers, who
The point was made recently that, since was theone whose rights were violated,
by Julie Bee
the ownersofpublications, TV stations, didn't want to press charges. He
Art Director
etc. are frugal businessmen, they must
therefore be conservatives and require
In reading the Lanthorn I noticed
I wouldlike to take afew moments all journalists to be so as welL The fact
to dispel some of the myths that seem o f the matter is, the political stance of that the paper does not represent the
to be perpetuated in recent editorials these higher-ups has littleor nothing to total college population. If I were not
appearing in the Lanthorn. These do with whatgets reported in the media. a graduate student at GVSU, I would
pieces offer much to debate and True, these people are businessmen, think that the school is totally white
discuss, b u ll would like to concentrate and as such they care very little about and undergraduate.
There is not much information
on a few o f the m ost im portant what stories get coverage (within
misunderstood issues w e've been certain standards of good taste), as presented in the student publication
long as they get people to w atch.. that focuses on other ethnic group* or
henng.abouL
M yth #1: The media is not Therefore, whoa liberals, in typical graduate students. More can be done
by liberals. This has to fiuhkm, concoct their latest “crisis” even with the um o f pictures to show
i who is exposed to soy (health care, ozone depletion, etc.), it
As aetaff writerfor the M tukegon

medical equipment, failing to respond
to electrical heart stimulation, and
dying with no family member at his
side. Would you say he died with
dignity? I wouldn’t.
Our family was caughtin a difficult
dilemma. O f course we would have
liked my father to have died with
dignity, but at the same time we wanted
him to have every chance afforded by
medical technology to survive. This
dilemma is becoming increasingly
common as technology develops. It
seems like we are forced to accept a
trade-off: the higher the level' of
technological developm ent in
medicine, the lower the probability of
death with dignity.
Did we do theright thing, choosing
technology over dignity? It is only
natural to want loved ones to be able to
die with dignity, and so it is not
surprising that we have regrets. In
defense of our decision, I can say that
my father authorized the operation that
precipitated his final crisis. The
alternative was to go home and wait
for death which would have come in a
few weeks. Presumably, then, he
wanted to live if it was medically
feasible, and thus we were following
his lineof thinking. Also we were well
aware that medical technology had
already given my father five extra years
of life that he would not have had
otherwise. The arguments in favor of
yielding to technology were powerful.
Still, there is no escaping the fact that
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Student Senate: voice of the students
or tool of the administration?

Time to dispel some myths

Thomas Herzog
Psychology
my father died like a hunk of meat on
a butcher’s block.
Here, then, is aquestion for you to
ponder How can we, as a society, deal
with the apparently conflicting claims
of medical technology and the natural
human desire to see loved ones die
with dignity? It is a question badly in
need of an answer. And it is a question
not just for ethicists and other great
minds to ponder, but for each one of
us. It could be your loved one on that
slab the next time this drama is played
out.

Confederate flag
symbol of racism
(Editor’s note: The follow ing letter
waswritten inresponse tothe editorial
entitled "FlpgconflictdetractsAfricanAmerican leadersfrom more important
tasks", which was published in the
Feb. 2,1994 issue o f the Lanthorn.)

You cannot simply dismiss racism
thought it was funny. But the Senate
and its symbols. Who are you to
was on apower trip and wanted to have
determ ine w hat issues A fricansomething to write home about. How
American leaders should make as their
is mommy?
priorities in the struggle to gain equality
During the meeting I beard some
and end oppression? Those who
interesting remarks. Thebest was about
protested Georgia’s flag being flown
a cop and a ticket. Is the Senate the
at the Superbowl were exercising their
policeofGrand Valleynow? POWER
constitutional rights to do so. In the
TRIP! Another good one was if the
fightagainst racism we musttake every
Senate didn't make a stand no-one
opportunity to educate and inform the
would respect them. Hello! Maybe
masses about racism and its symbols.
when you make a stand against the
This is a media influenced society.
administration that controls you you
The images generated on television
will gain respect. But that would take
stations, rad io stations, and in
backbone. Sorry!
newspapers form and shape public
The last remark I heard at the
opinion of people and environments.
meeting was that the only way they
Yes, there are other issues as it relates
could hurt theHarpoon was to take their
to racism that need to be addressed, but
money away. Well, guess what? The
you cannot attack racism from a one
only way we can hurt you is by making
sided perspective. It must be from all
sure you never hold office at school
angles, at every opportunity.
again. I'm calling to all students, vote
This issue cannot be minimized in
for those who will represent you. If
the struggle for equality. This flag is
you don’t want to take the time to
know who is who, take this advice, ote the symbol of a past which promoted
for anyone who is not an incumbent the enslavement of African-Americans
as a means of exploiting them forprofit
and you can’t go wrong. Andforthose
and gain by greedy men and women
interested, yes, my name will be on the
ballot It’s time to shake things up, and who thought themselves superior to
I guarantee that I couldn't care less people of color. It symbolizes the
robbery, rape, and theft of rich cultures
about any administration members.
In short, we have found that and traditions and is viewed with hate
children can’t handle the power the and disdain by members of the AfricanSenate has, so let’s hurt them the only American community nationwide. It
was disgraceful for this flag to be flown
way we can and VOTE!
at such an event. It sends a message to
the
world that we tolerate the evils of
Wes VanderWilk
racism and prejudice. Bringing this
issue to the attention of the media is
not an attempt to avoid more important
Chronicle and student representative issues but an outcry at a very basic
for the National Association o f Black level demand respect Respect that
Journalists, I know that diversity is African-Americans are long overdue
to receive.
good journalism.
Symbols o f slavery and oppression
lith e Lanthorn it going to fight for
block
the road which leads to peace,
“Freedom o f the Press,” students must
harm ony and appreciation of
fight for “Fair coverage.”
differences. It is people like you and
papers like this who are not sensitive to
Jayroe L. Bradford
such issues that perpetuate feelings of
negativity, iQ-wiU, and mistrust in those
who are part o f tbs minority and in

Lanthorn doesn't represent audience
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on campus
I’m
about thug* 1 can't change, but this is
an exception. Up to now, I’ve lived
with it quietly, but enough in enough.
WHO TAUGHT YOU IDIOTS
HOW TO PARK YOUR CARS?
There, I ’ve got that out o f my system.
I could attack the Physical Plant
and those who plow the parking lots,
but they're doing the best they can. It’s
the morons who like toblockpeople in
by parking three-deep, those who park
so that even my car, a little Dodge
Omni, can’t even get through the
roadway, that I ’d like to run o v a .
But it’s not just them. Ithinkthat
the R ent-a-C ops, G rand V alley
Security, whatever you want to call
those in the blue jackets that direct
traffic, could do a bit more to help out.
And in fact, they did. Once.
Lastw eek,inL otJ,I actually saw
some orange cones signifying where
the parking spots were. I was surprised, r
amazed, and even happy until I turned
FLAG ,

from p. 4 -------------------------It is a very cold and harsh view of
reality and only proves that we
have a very long way to go in this
struggle. The African-American
community is not looking for
“h and-outs,” “ freerides," or
“charity” from anyone!' All we
want is an environment which
provides equal opportunities for us
to grow, mature, » d achieve. You
make it a point to bring attention to
the serious problems the AfricanAmerican community faces. But,
these problems and challenges are
not exclusive problems o f AfricanAmericans. Many ethnic groups,
including whites, face these same
issues. There is no respect of
person, race, creed, or color when
it comes to problems such as drugs,
violence, government dependency,
alcohol dependency, etc. To infer
that African-Americans aretheonly
group to face these things is an
incorrect assumption on your part
You are entitled to your opinion
butlthinkthatyoushouldbealittle
more sensitive in conveying it to
the masses which read this paper.
Articles of this sort fuel the fire of
ignorance, negativity, clo se
mindedness, and stereotyping that
have been used to brainwash people since the beginning o f time. Ib is
was a thoughtless commentary on
your part and it is commentaries
like this which make the Lanthorn
a biased, misinformed, uneducated,
and culturally insensitive paper. I
am appalled that my Student Life
Fee is used to support the spread of
such misinformation and raciallybiased propaganda.

downoneoftheaisles to findaparking
spot and found that I couldn’t get
through at the back of the lo t Partially
because people can’tparkstrsight, and
partly because they pluked all the way
back to the damn snowbanks. I can’t
imagine how tough it would be to get
through with my old c u (1979 Ford
Thunderbird).
My
suggestion
for
the
administration, as if they would take
the time to actually listen to my idea,
would be PARKING GARAGES.
Yeah, big structures that go up 3 or 4
stories like they have at other
universities. Hell, even Grand Rapids
Community College has p u k in g
ramps. True, there may be a security
concern, but install cameras like at the
Eberhard Center.
Think about i t We could fit more
cars into less space with a parking
ramp or two.
And while I’m on my soapbox, I
have a question. I know that on
weekends the parking meters are not in
effect but does that mean that people
can park along the circle drive to the
Kirkof Center? I wouldn’t think so,
but I could be wrong.
What brought this question on was

M YTHS,

on the nightof February 6 (Sunday), it
was frill o f cars. Seven, to be exact at
the time that I counted, along with

Beavis gad Butthead moronic yet funny
by Skaae P. SraUI

1

And I laughed. And I enjoyed myself.
Go figure.
Maybe I do represent the lowest
What do Beavis and Bullhead and commondenominatorof the American
a car wreck have in common?
youth—a college student supposedly
We know we should, but we can’t on my way to bigger and better things,
look away when we see them.
and I represent the dregs of the
Why?
American youth!
Rather than digress into a tedious
Now there’s something to think
analysis of the human psyche, I will about. But beck to the story...
offer a few o f my ideas.
A few days later, my friend was
Several months ago, when Beavis complaining because his roommates
and Butthead were new to me, a friend watched Beavis and Butthead every
who hadjust seen the show for the first night and he was having trouble getting
time went to great lengths to explain homework done.
what an idiotic show it was.
No matter how much he tried, he
“It speaks to the decline of the couldn’t look away when the show
American youth,” I believe he said.
was on.
“M aybe
so ,”
I nodded
I sympathized, agreeing that it truly
indifferently. I hadn’t watched the was a terrible thing not to be able to do
show yet, so that night I gave it a try.
homework
I agreed with my friend.
Then again, “Homework sucks.
The show was moronic. It lacked Heh, heh.” “Yeah, heh, heh.”
any semblance of a plot Taste or tact
What have I become?
Another few days later, I talked to
could not have been less evident It
seemed to appeal to thefowestcommon my friend again, and again the topic of
denominator of the American youth.
conversation became B eavis and
Yet I watched the entire show.
Staff Writer
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will be given extensive publicity. In
that sense, liberals and the media feed
off one another, declaring a “crisis”
situation gives the media a new story,
increasedcoverageofthat story breeds
concern, and there to do something
about it are-you guessed it-liberals!
If you are still not convinced, let’s look
at the crowd these reporters and
journalists hang out with. The two
factions that make up the majority of
the news are in this country.
Washington and Hollywood, two parts
of the country that wouldn’trecognize
the reality of mainstream America if it
stared them in the face. This is media
culture—to think that journalists
exclude themselves from it is naive.
Even though I can think o f numerous
examples o f partisan bias in the way
news is reported, the real evidence is in
what the media chooses not to tell you.
To the dismay o f liberals in the media
and elsewhere. Rush Limbaugh has
secured himself a job revealing facts
and figures that will never be reported.
If the media was truly doing its job,
he’d be out of one. Finally, as for
“media’s love o f Ronald Reagan," I
believe that became extinct around

t o w

1989. Reagan-bashing is nothing new
to the Lanthom : America had been
hearing the media criticizing him for
years, even going so far as to suggest
that his administration encouraged the
spread of AIDS. Democrats, aided by
their friends in the media, have
continually made “the last twelve
years” the scapegoat for nearly every
social problem in the nation and for
their own outrageous spending policies.
Which brings me to the next myth...
Myth #2: Reaganomics are to
blame for the deteriorating economic
situation in the 1990s. James Class, in
his editorial in the January 19 issue of
the Lanthorn, connects Reagan’s
policies to declining real wages in 1992.
The fact of the matter is, Reaganomics
died in 1990 with the passage of the
Budget Actofthatyear. Takealookat
the Act, then at the Budget Act of
1993-they are virtually the same
excepting even higher taxes and more
federal spending in the latter. George
Bush, in an attempt to set aside gridlock
in government, abandoned Reagan’s
economic policy and with it, the longest
period of peacetime growth in our
nation’s history. Of course, real
incomes dropped in 1992, just as they
had in the years from 1977-1981 (the

The LanthomStaff1
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last time Democrats had control over
both the legislature and the executive
office). When business feels the crunch
of heavy taxes and high inflation, it
follows that they will be forced to
downsize, contributing to low er
average incomes. On the other hand,
from 1982-1989, the real income for
the average American family rose well
over 15%, according to theU.S. Bureau
of the Census. Class' article seems to
imply that, these days, the rich with
their “cushy living style” are getting
richer at the expense of the poor. It
obviously is not because of anything
RonaldReagandid; all income groups
experienced real income gains during
the 1980s. During the Carter years,
however, only the income of the top
l%grew. So what does this say about
laissez-faire .economics and faith in
capitalism?
Myth #3: Capitalism is evil.
Obviously not this. The harsh reality
is that competition and self-interest
are stronger forces than fairness in any
economy. How can we be fair? By
giving everyone equal opportunity.
There are no guarantees that everyone
will see the same results - equality of
outcome will never be possible because
we are all different people with

Butthead.
This time, he said he couldn’t even
go to bed without watching at leastfive
minutes of the show. He was addicted!
In less than a w eek my friend had
been converted from an objective TV
critic into a seemingly mindless
follower of the juvenile Beavis and
Butthead.
I haven’t quite fallen that far, but I
must admit that I commonly use the
Beavis and Butthead vocabulary (if
such exists).
E veryone seem s to use
“Buttspcak” as I choose to call it.
Think about how many times you’ve
heard someone say, “...sucks, heh,
heh,” or “...’s cool, heh, heh.” “Yeah,
cool, heh, heh.”
Maybe it does speak to the decline
of the American youth.
Or, maybe the American youth is
comfortable enough with its collective
intelligence that they feel secure
making jokes about their lack o f it
“Yeah, lacking intelligence is cool,
heh, heh.”

different goals. What is certain is that
capitalism is the best system for the
majority. What Democrats are saying
when they claim to want fairness is
that they want to bring everyone down
and spread the misery. It is nothing
more than the redistribution of wealth:
taking from the rich and giving to the
poor. Theyareoblivioustothepositive
growth that deregulation o f business,
lower taxes and incentives to invest
allow the lower class. But don't take
my word for it, just examine the
crippling effects of the socialist (for
those of you who find ‘Marxist’ a bit
too hard to swallow) policies of the
Democrats on every economic level,
including, but to a lesserextent. the rich.
We all are exposed to these and
many other myths on a daily basis by
liberals and the media. It is high time
that we cut through the crap and begin
seeking real solutions forreal problems,
not letting emotional rhetoric and
symbolic gestures cloud our sense of
reason in the name of “caring” more.
Those who truly care about the people
of this countiy are those who have
faith enough to empower them, not
those who propose to make them wards
of the state.
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three somewhat illegally puked in the
puking meter area. (If you doubt this,
Ihavealist of license plates from those

that were sitting there for a few hours).
To sum up, why can’t people just
use some common sense when itcomes
to finding sparking space... you never
know what kind o f a mood someone
who can’t find a spot might be in.
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by HcM DeVries
Staff Writer

On Feb. 9 an open forum and
reception was held to focus on the
needs and concerns of non-traditional
students. It was held to voice concerns
with representatives from the
administration, Student Senate, the
Student L ife Office, Continuing
Education at the Eberhard Center, the
A cadem ic Resource Center, the
Childcare Center, Career Services, the
Counseling Center, the Dean of
Students Office, and Finance A
Administration.
The meeting, which was attended
by three to four dozen non-traditional
students, began with a statement from
Ronald Van Steeland, vice president
o f finance and adm inistration,
discussing the policy regarding the
closing of the campus in adverse
weather conditions.
“It is our attempt to remain open
and to keep classes going. W ehavea
decision (regarding closings) that
involves the facilities people and
campus security. I'm the first person
who gets the call if there are conditions
they think we should be aware of and
pay attention to. Then if the president
is here, he makes the call, ff he is not
here, then the provost and I make the
call," Van Steeland added.
Van Steeland went on to add that,
in regards to not dosmgGVSU for the
whole day instead of at noon on the
Friday o f the ice storm, there was abad
judgment call, stating that the weather
conditions had not developed as
predicted.
Van Steeland went on to take

questions from the audience.
One woman brought up the fact
that it is hard for non-traditional
students at GVSU to attend classes
when their children's schools close
due to bad weather. Many nontraditional students feel the pressures
o f being in a catch 22-stay home with
the kids or deal with the consequences
of not attending class.

like to respond to. One is, what is our
obligation to our returning adult
students who haveyoungones at home?
I think that’s an important question
and you need to think about that one,
too. If it’s difficult for the parent
because o f some situation, should we
cancel classes for everyone else
becauseofit?Iunders land the problem
that some people have, butthat happens

Ginger Randall responds to a question at the Non-traditional Student Forum in the Mainsail.
It was alto brought up that since
the non-traditional student population
on campus is rising, some classes on
campus see adnstic drop in attendance
when the local schools close and the
parents stay home.
"There are a couple of things I'd

The escort service: guards

all the time and I don’t have the
answers,” VanSteelandsaid. But many
people protested, to the effect that
unless someone had a child at home,
they couldnot possibly understand the
non-traditional students'pointofview.
Another question was brought up

of the campus pedestrians
fcy Cary D. O tm .
Staff Writer

"
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female escort you together. This
increases the number o f people in
the group and further reassures the
people using the service.
“I think the perception of having
a male and female escort you to
yourlocationgivesafeelingofbeing
a little safer,” Jones stated.
The selection procedure for an
escort is pretty cut and dry.
Precautions are taken so that there
aren’t any problem s with the
volunteers.
‘There isn’t an in-depth interview
process, but prim arily our
background checks come from the
system of public safety. Weprovide
them with the information they
need, and they assist us. We also do
an in-house discipline check to
really get a feel of what type of
student has volunteered.”
“They really want to help out and
assist in making this a safer campus.
A number of our volunteers are
female who utilize the service also,
so they give back to the system.”
To make you feel even safer, the
escorts cany a flashlight and a
walkie talkie along during the trip.
With that they can be informed o f
any others who need to be escorted,
and they can call for help from the
campus police if a problem arises.
So far though, no problems have
come up.
In the three years that Jones has
been running the program, no
attacks on people being escorted
have been reported.
Jooes feels that the ultimate goal
of the service is “to provide a safe

Picture this: It’s 10:30 p.m.,
you’re engulfed in darkness, the
wind is blowing the frigid snow
into your eyes, a faint light is glaring
down upon you, and you’re scared
to move a muscle. You’re in a
Stephen King novel no, YOU’RE
AT ZUMBERGE LIBRARY!
Sound familiar? If so, maybe
you need to take advantage of the
escort service that’s provided for
you free of charge on campus!
The escort service is being run
under the direction of Tom Jones,
the director of Housing Security.
When Jones took over this program
three years ago, his main objective
was to update the program.
“I upgraded the program in terms
o f equipm ent, personnel, and
publicity. We also did a serious
recruitment o f volunteers.”
The program was started to
provide faculty and students with a
safe trip around campus at night.
The gears of this system start turning
when a person who needs to be
escorted calls the Copeland Hall
-lobby. He/she then asks for an
escort, and gives his or her location
and destination. The escorts, all
campus-dwelling GVSU students,
then depart for their pickup. When
they get to their destination, they
write down the name of the person
to be escorted, the date, the time
they get there, and where they’re
going. When they reach their
dropoff point, they record the time
once again and head back to
The escorts are available Sunday
Copeland Hall.
through Thursday evenings from 8
The special thing about this pm . tomidnight and can be reached
situation is that both a male and a at 895-3603.

Need som e cash? Sell y o u r extra stuff in the Lanthom classifieds!

Photo by Erik Holbuby

their own health. That isn’t going to
bother me. I know how to dress for a
Michigan winter. I wear a hat and
scarf, and I expect mostpeople to deal
with theirown personal Ufe(sic). Most
classes won’t be canceled due to the
cold."
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Dean strives for racial equality
f

by Lynneile A. Taw

^ ----- Atmosphere Editor

C

concerning the extrem e w eather
conditions students had to put up with.
Van Steeland said that "we really
don’t have a walking distance herejust
beyond IS minutes, and so I think
people should make good judgments
as adults about their personid lives. If
somebody has a health condition or
something that would make that
difficult, then I expect them to act on

Van Steeland has agreed that the
sidewalks around campus have seen
some bad days in the last few weeks
and need to g et better.
VanSteeland also stated that the
students are the ultimate customers; if
you have concerns, you should speak
upifyoufeelthatsomethingoncampus
does not seem conecL If the problem
is with the sidewalks, complain to
security, the maintenance department,
or plant services. If the problem is with
a professor, go to the dean o f the
departm ent Take the problem to
someone who can do something about
i t instead o f just complaining about it
Charleen H ayes-Joseph, from
Career Services, was the next speaker
on the p an el The center can help you
with choosing a career, give you
individualized career counseling, help
you with yourresume and cover letters,
give you practice with interviewing
skills, and help you find a job when
you graduate or when you need one.
Ginger Randall assistant dean of
students, spoke about the services
offcredthrough her office. “Oneofthe
things we do in the Dean's office is act
as a referral service for returning adult
students. Oftentimes we intervene on
behalf o f students when they have
problems with professors arid need
help with the grievance process.”
. T he next speaker w as Lucy
M a ille tte from th e C o n tin u in g
Education Office at Eberhard Center.
The office provides individualized
counseling, tutor services, or a major
career change.
John Miko spoke about services
w hich are o ffered th ro u g h the
Academic Resource Center (ARC).
“We do have some programs that
help people with learning disabilities.
We have some programs that identify

Hecameto Grand Valley to remedy
a problem, and since then, he has used
his knowledge and his life experiences
to enrich and encourage those around
him.
Donald Williams Sr. was born and
raised in Detroit, Michigan. Williams
continued his education at Eastern
Michigan University and received a
master’s degree from West Virginia
University.
He has held various positions at
RCA Corporation in the field of
educational programming. He served
as a manager at Teledyne Coiporation
where he worked with generally
disadvantaged and disenfranchised
persons between the ages of 16 and 21.
When he began working in Grand
Rapids in 1980, it was 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, 365 days a year at the
Job Corp.
Then in 1986, Williams was asked
to become the dean of minority affairs
at GVSU. He intially helped increase
the enrollment of minority students in
the school of business. Schools across
the country faced this problem which
Williams improved at GVSU.
Recalling his childhood, Williams
said that there were three black families
in his neighborhood when he was
growing up, and when he left in 1926
there was only one white family left.
He compared what life w u like then to
what it is like now. In the past, there
were front porches on houses unlike
side porches and covered porches
today. In this situation, everyone felt
safe, knew everyone and knew what
everybody was doing. Today, acceding
to Williams, youcan’ttell what's going
on in your neighborhood.
It wasn’t until Williams w u 18
that he first experienced prejudice.
Williams and two of his friends, one
white and one black, stopped at the
white guy's bouse before going to a
party. The neighbors saw Williams
and his black friend enter the house
and told the parents when they returned
home. That night he got a phone call

from his friend who told him that he
could never come over to his house
again. When Williams asked why, his
fiiendsimply said that hisparents didn’t
want colored people in their house.
Williams has several heroes in his
life including Dr. Samuel Proctor, a
full professor at Rutgers University
and senior minister at the largest blackowned church in New York. Other
heroes include his parents.

said Williams. “I think recognizing it
as a m onth is a much m ore
contemporary phenomenon. Some
people complain that it’s only 28 days,
theshortestmonthoftheyear, all those
kinds of things. B utw edidn’thave28
days before, so I’ll take the 28 days and
then do what I can to make it into the
other 340 days or so.”
Black History Month is also a time
to remember famous black people and

Dean Donald Williams fikH,otoby&iHDlUd,y
“I have a lot o f respect for them
because they have overcome the odds
in spite of their lack of access," said
Williams.
According to Williams, Carter G.
Woodson, a historian and renowned
scholar in the bbckcommimity, started
Black History Month. Black History
Month is a tim e when W illiams
reaffirms his persoohood.
“Black history started the day black
people First got to America, and
whoever wrote down the first work
and repeated it again is when it started,"

inventions, according to Williams.
Some of the inventions or discoveries
include blood plasma, open heart
surgery, shaving cream (aerosol can),
the bicycle, filament inside the electric
light, soles on shoes, etc. Williams
stressed that people need to understand
thatif a black person commits a crime
that isn't reflective ofblacks in general.
He used the example of Nixon
being thrown out o f the White House.
“You wouldn’t want me to say
(that) all white people can never be
# EQ U ALITY, p. 7

President’s Baltin
by Ckrtatopkfr Barroa
Staff Writer

So what exactly is going on this
year? A schedule o f events was
provided by Heather Wood-Gramza,
Executive Director of the President’s
Ball. The evening is slated to begin a t ,
6:30 p.m . with hors d ’oeuvres,
followed by dinner at 7:30 p.m .
Dancing will begin at about9pjn. and
last until 1 ajn. Refreshments can be
"iobtained at the cash bar during hors
id’oeuvres and dinner. This year, the
Senate is responding to studentreqties ts
by providing mixed drinks at the cash
bar and having a champagne fountain.
Proper identification must be presented
in order to purchase these drinks.
The President’s Ball is funded by
the student life fee with the exception
o f dinner ajid the cash bar. Tickets for
dinner are currently on sale in the
Student Life Office for $18 apiece.
Ticket sales end March 18, so there is
still plenty of time.
The President’s Ball is semiformal, so expensive dresses and
tuxedos are not necessary. WoodGramza states, “Basically, anything
goes except jeans and sweats. I have
seen people go in formal attire and in
regular dress clothes. We want
everyone to feel com fortable in
whatever they decide to wear.”
In addition to dinner and dancing,
30-minute limousine rides through
downtown Grand Rapids will be
available along with various other
forms of entertainment Wood-Gramza
made it a point to mention that the
limousine rides have been quite popular
STUDENTS
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from f . 6 - -------------------- ----first generation college students and
the concerns they have for helping
them com plete their academ ic
programs,” Miko stated.
DianaPace, director of Counseling
and Career Services spoke of the
services offered through her office.
“We have drop-in counseling
services from 10 a.m. to noon and 3 4 p.m. if you have any land of personal
problems like a relationship issue,
academ ic concerns, depression,
anxiety, or just anything you want to
talk about.You can also make an
appointment with a counselor if you
have class conflicts during open hours.
We also offer career counseling. We
offer seminars on various topics that
concemretuming adult students,”Pace
said.
The next speaker, A ssociate
Director of Student Life Jay Cooper,
stated, “If you have any ideas for new
organizations, it just takes four people
to start one, and Student Life can help
you. W e are also involved in
community service projects.”
EQ UALITY
from p. 6 -------------------------------president again because look how bad
they are,” said Williams. “Had that
been a black person thrown out of the
White House, we would not have
another black person for 100 yean at
least.”
Williams believes that college is
more frightening for students now than
when he was in school. He believes
that by the time students get into their
senioryear they are sweating it because
jobs aren't available like before.
Race relations at GVSU are
phenomenal and unusual, according
to Williams. He mentioned that 11,500
students have allowed three black
Hom ecom ing kings and queens
without any big problems. “I think this
truthfully is one of the nicest college
campuses that I’ve experienced and
I’ve been on a lot of them,” said
Williams.
W iliams said that his goal is “to
do more than an excellent job at what
I’m employed to do here at GVSU.”

swing

in the past. In fact, some students
while riding in the limousines have
driven to M cDonald's drive-up
window.
The President’s Ball is not just an
event for students. The Grand Valley
administration, staff, and faculty are
always present President Arend D.
Lubbers usually attends the ball, too.
This allows students to mingle and
become acquainted with the people
who make this school tick. One side
note to keep in mind is that every year
the Student Senate honors one Grand
Valley faculty member who has made
a significant contribution to the
students. This year’s Winner is Lynn
Daldos, a secretary in the Student Life
Office.
Upon arriving to the Eberhard
Center, valetparking will be available,
so students will not have to waste
precious time hunting for a parking
spot. For those who are unable to
drive, 2 shuttle busses will be running
from 6 p.m. until 1 a.m. Pick-up points
have no t been specified yet and will be
posted at a later date.
Planning for the President’s Ball
is no easy task. People are needed for
coat-checking, valet parking, and
clean-up after the ball has ended. The
Student Senate is currently looking for
people to attend to these jobs and will
be accepting bids until Feb. 23. This is
an excellent opportunity for student
organizations looking for fundraising
ideas. Notification of bid acceptance
will be given on March 14 by 5 p.m. If
there are any questions, please contact
the Student Senate office at x-2333.
The President’s Ball is an event
that allows all Grand Valley students
to have an elegant evening of good,
clean fun. “We usually have a fairly
nice turn-out,’’commented WoodGramza. One final note, students .
should not worry about bringing dates.
Wood-Gramza states, “more people
are deciding to go in groups.”

The last speaker of the afternoon
was Mary Ann Krause, director o f the
Children’s Center, located at 4556
Lake Michigan Drive. They offer many
activities for children ages 2 1/2 to 6
yearsold.The total number of children
allow ed to attend is 30 and,
unfortunately, the center is at frill
capacity. All the children, except two,
are thechildrenof GVSU faculty, staff,
and students. There is a waiting list,
and to get on the list you must provide
a record of immunization since the
center is licensed under the Michigan
Department of Social Services. The
staff is comprised of Krause and
students who are majoring in preschool
education and related fields.
“We try to help support our parents
by being in a place where they can
meet each other in a non-classroom
type setting and share some of the
issues (related to) parenting and
attending classes,"said Krause.
The forum was informational for
many of the non-traditional students,
who got to ask questions, get some
information, and also get to know some
helpful faces.
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Racoons lake advantage o f the seasonable weather and partake o f the seed left
for the little birdies outside o f the KirkhofCenter.

Photo by Juon Denny

Snowboarding the Grand Valley way
C
~

bT Htldl DeVries
Staff Writer
1
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, If you are one of those people who
absolutely loves it when the winter
comes along and gives us all that snow
because you love winter sports,.then
you just might be interested in the
sport of snowboarding with the GVSU
Snowboarding Club.
This is a new club on campus and
was started by a group of GVSU
students who wanted to share their
enjoyment with each other and with
their fellow students. The Snowboard
Club meets at noon on the first and
third Saturday of each month in Kleiner
C om m ons, room A. If you are
interested in joining, call Mark
Vanderveld at 842-0912 or Karen'
Kotsky at 892-5686.
The club already has a great line
up o f day trips planned for the
upcoming weeks.

“The club is planning on, for the
remainder of the season, car pooling to
either Cannonsburg, Pando, or
Caberfay,” said Paul McKimmey, the
Snowboard Club’s advisor. Hopefully
next year the Student Senate will
allocate some kind of budget. In the
budget request we’ll be able to allow
for advertising and administrative
expenses, publicity, along with some
funding to make it easier for fellow
students to afford the lift tickets, obtain
some equipment for the club to use for
lessons, and also to use the university’s
vehicles to go to the various locations.”
Until the funding comes through,
there is a membership fee of $15, and
you are responsible for your own lift
tickets and equipment Pando, which
is in Rockford, hasabasic membership
o f $45. A full season pass will run
$115 to $200, depending on when you
sign up. Basic membership includes a
discount on lift ticket prices.Full season

passes include unlimited boarding.
If you didn’t get a snowboard for
Christmas and you really want to join
the club, or you need wax or new
bindings for the board you have, there
are sports stores in the area who can
sell you what ever you may need to hit
the slopes. Here are a few places to try.
MC Sporting Goods has three locations
in Grand Rapids and one in Holland.
The prices on boards will run you
anywhere from $199 to $429. If your
budget can’t handle those prices, you
may want to try Play it Again Sports in
HollamLThey sell quality used sporting
equipment at reasonable prices ($40
for a p lastic, $129 for w o o d )..
Otherwise, you might get lucky trying
to buy a board from K-Mart and
Meijers in Jenison, Grand Rapids, or
Holland, but all these stores who are
not restocking after the post-Christmas
rush really didn’t think they’d be
getting any more this season.

Someone's birthday coining up? Run a birth d ay message in
the Lanthorn classifieds!

New hours open Monday through Friday, 7:30am-5:30 pm
Starting March 29
P lease phone 2 4 1 -6 3 3 5 for m ore inform ation
about life saving plasm a donations

S e ra -T e c B io lo g ic a ls
1973 So. D iv isio n (C om er o f Burton)

I M o.00 per to
''6alP
1-8 00-55 l-h<>op

New Plasma Donors will need

Donors are compensated for

legal picture ID and social

their time, $15.00 your first

security card if address on ID is

donation and $17.00-for

not current. Please bring

your second donation in the

evidence of current residence.

same week.
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Professor’s travels bring
about new cam pus group

i

.by Janie AuK«cHk
Staff Writer

m

Communications Professor Joe
Helgert has recently returned from
spending a semester as a visiting
scholar at the Japan Center for
Michigan Universities in Hikone,
Shiga Prefecture, Japan.
Helgeit's interest in Japanese
studies and the growing focus on the
importance o f an international
perspective have provoked the birth
o f aJapan Studies Group on campus.
The goals of the group involve
exchangeactivitiesforfaculty, staff,
and students, increased studies
involving Japanese language and
culture, increased research in
Japanese studies and increased
support for Grand V alley art
exhibitors in the area of Japanese
studies.
The group is currently meeting
with representatives of the Japan
Center and circulating information

about the center, advising
administration on purchases of
translation software and video
material, and informing the GVSU
community about the details of
living in Japan wljile researching or
teaching.
The main focus of the group is
theexchangeof faculty and students
betweenGrand Valley and the Japan
Center for Michigan Universities.
Helgert believes traveling abroad
“is a tremendous commitment of
timeandmoney;itisalife-changing
experience. The rewards are never
ending.”
The group held their first
meeting of the semester on Jan. 11,
where J. Martin Holman, resident
director o f the Japan Center,
addressed the Grand V alley
community.
Thenextmeetingisplannedfor
Feb. 23 at 4 p.m. in 210 Lake
Superior Hall. The meeting is open
to all interested students.
----------- J J

s te v ic ts
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Wednesday, February 14
Wednesday, February 23
COMERICA BANK. Credit
Analyst. May ‘94 Accounting &.
Finance majors.
CURRENT POSTINGS
INCLUDETHESE AND
MORE:
Proofreader. Grand Rapids
book publisher.
E nglish/
Journalism majors.

Photography___Assistant,
Northland Photo. Photography
majors or experienced.
Eaid___ Interns,
w w j/
WJOI(Detroit). Communications/
Business majors.
Summer Interns. Corps of
Engineers Land Trend Analysis
(Indiana). Bio/Natural Resources
Management.
For more information contact
the Career Services Office, 105
Commons at ext. 3311.

7 - 9 p.m. Black History Month Program Series: “ Famous Black
Africans,” Kleiner A.
Thursday, F ebruary 17
10a.m. to 1:30p.m. West Michigan Career Connections (Job Fair),
Second Floor Kirlchof Center.
4:30 p jn . Student Senate Meeting, Portside, Kirkhof Center.
Friday, February 18
Noon. Annual Black History Luncheon. Keynote speaker: Calvin
Butts, Pastor of the Abyssinian BaptistChurchin Harlem, NY. Promenade
Deck, Kirkhof Center. RS VP at Minority Affairs.
Saturday, F ebruary 19
9 a.m. and2pjn. Fashion F air-“Dress forSuccess,” KleinerCommons.
RS VP at Minority Affairs/Multicultural Center.
2 p.m. African-American Quiz Bowl, North Commons.
Sunday, F ebruary 20
3 p.m. Gospel Extravaganza Concert, Cook-DeWitt Center.
Thursday, February 24
Essay Contest: “What Responsibilities Do You Think Corporate
Americans Have To The African-American Community?”
4:30 p.m. Student Senate Meeting, Portside, K irkhof Center.

C O R R E C T IO N :
On page 6, issue 18, of the Lanthorn, column 4, line 3 should be “Delta
Sigma Phi pays a $2,500 yearly premium in liability insurance.” Column 5,
line 8, should say “Both Brandon and Mary said that alcohol is not present
atmeetings, but is present at parties.” The Lanthorn staff apologizes for any
inconvenience.
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by Brian Ratkosnkl.

Sport* Editor

o f conference race;
$

D r. D eath is on h it w ay to
Allendale. Yep, the Laker* season no
longer has any significance in the
conference race, and the team’s fifth
and sixth straight losses signal that the
end is near.
Last weekend's losses at Michigan
Tech and Northern Michigan mark the
first time the Laker* have lost six
straight since the 1985-86 season and
also malic the first time since 86-87
that the Lakers will finish below .500.
Grand Valley’s dismal weekend
in the Ui*. began with an

defense, as the Huskies of Michigan
Tech shot nearly 60 percent from the
field, cruising to a 95-83 victory.
Tech hit nine of 18 three-point
attempts as the list place team in the
conference put the big hurt on the
Lakers.
Devin Stephenson continues to
shine in the face o f disappointment,
leading the Lakers with 24 points and
eight rebounds.
Amdist the chaos at the end of the
game, head coach Tom Villemure
berated the officials about the calls of
the game.
For his efforts, Villemdre was
fromthe Northern!

game, after Tech filed a a complaint
with die GLIAC (see related story).
The loss to Northern on Sunday
was not as disappointing as Thursday's
loss.
The defense improved, but it cost
the Lakers rebounding position as the
Wildcats outrebounded the Lakers 4437 and 14-6 on the offense glass as the
Lakers dropped the game, 85-78.
A key indicator to the Lakers
performance comes by the count of
assists. The Lakers were credited with
only five assists compared to the
Wildcats’ 18.
“When it gets down to crunch time
inbiggames,wejustdon’tknow(what

to do),” Clark said.
The question the Lakers now face
is ho w to {day in the final five games of
the season. Will the team fold or will
they hold their heads high and play for
respect?
“(Wehavc to) sustain. W ehaveto
be consistent. We have a good squad,
I just don’t know,” Clark said. “It’s a
matter of getting respect If we can
beat Wayne (or Ferris) we’ll get
respect”
The Lakers face Saginaw Valley
State Saturday afternoon in the
Fieldhouse. The Lakers beat Saginaw
earlier in the season 79-71 in what
Villemure calls, along with the win

over Lake Superior State, one o f the
team’s best performances this season.
"After Saginaw and Lake State, I
was thinking, 'man, this team is good,'
but I don't know what happened. We
have a good team."
The Lakers then face Ferris State,
who came from behind two weeks ago
with a big win pver Grand Valley.
The Bulldogs are in the hunt for
the final playoff spot in the GLIAC
with a record of 9-5. Not only would
a win over Ferri s do wonders for Grand
Valley.itwould also putFerris’playoff
hopes in trouble.

L a k e rs o n t h e rig h t tr a c k to G L IA C
.by Stuart Daly
staff writer

The 1994 Laker Invitational got
off to a real crash on Friday night when
the pole vault crossbar snapped,
sending the Fieldhouse staff on a wild
goose chase over Grand Rapids.
Coincidentaly a replacement was
recently ordered, but had not yet been
delivered to Grand Valley. Eventually
the staff tracked down a new crossbar
and the pole vaulting was resumed
after about an hour of intermission.
Fortunately, ail the excitement
didn't snap the Lakers concentration.
In fac,t they made some excitement of
their own, as both the men’s and the
women’s teams earned second place
finishes.
KellyOberlinsprang the women’s
team into action when she set a meet
record with a 5 ’8" high jump leap. Her
jump was good enough for first place
and was a real confidence booster.

Oberlin, who had already qualified
for the national meet, was really excited
about her improving performance.
“It felt good to jump well again; I
really felt like I was in a rhythm
tonight,” Oberlin said.
Teri Osborn won the 5,000 meter
run in her first race of the year. Osbom
had missed the cross-country season
and the beginning of this season due to
a hip injury.
Kandi Kent also turned in a firstplace finish for the women with her
400-meter triumph. The women ended
the evening in second place, behind
the Bulldogs from Ferris State;
However they did beat out GLIAC
rival Saginaw Valley State.
The men continued to surpass all
expectations by coming in second in a
competitive ten team meet.
Tony Armor was aLaker highlight
in the evening when he defeated his
arch rival from Ferris State to win the
50-meter high hurdles.

Rugby club coming to
GV; members wanted
9
. by Greg Reed
Staff Writer

Mike Maul concentrates just before launching as he puts the shot at' Photo byjoc Fuel
the track meet Saturday in the Fieldhouse.

Lady cagers still in playoff
hunt; need help to advance
r
by Ben Bailey

Staff Writer
The Lady Lakers discovered that
basketball is a game of give and take
after they could only take 48 points
against Michigan Tech, and after they
gave 101 points to Northern Michigan
University.
The Lakers, who are now 10-11
overall and 5-8 in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference,
faced Northern Michigan in Marquette
on Feb. 12 and lost 78-106. Grand
Valley gave up the season high of 101
points in the contest
The Lakers shot only 40 percent
(29/72) from the floor while the
Wildcats managed to shoot 50 percent
(38/76).
The key for the high scoring
Northern offense was the three-point
arch. The Wildcats made 14 of 31
from behind the three-point line and
the Lakers could only make 6 of 22.
“Northern is hot right now,” said
Coach Pat Baker Gizyb. “They lit it
up. They are really on their game and
we hit them at a bad time.”
Baker Grzyb says that Northern
usually has two good three-point
shooters, but another player had
stepped up and shot the^ball well. This
spread the Grand Valley defense and it
showed their post player to score as
well.
Senior Marie Thomas led the
Lakers with 18 points. Junior Kathy
Anguish scored 11, and sophomore
Sarah Jasman added 10.

On Feb. 10, the Lakers could only
get 48 points on the board in the 70-48
loss to Michigan Tech.
Baker Grzyb says that the only
outstanding part of the game was the
defense of Michigan Tech. The
Huskies only shot 38 percent for the
game and the Lakers only 29 percent.
The teams combined for 41 turnovers
as well.
The Lakers are coming off of a
three game week and a Upper Peninsula
road trip and will enjoy some deserved
rest before battling Saginaw Valley on
Feb. 19 in the Fieldhouse. The Lakers
defeated the Cardinals in the last
meeting in Saginaw. Now Grand
Valley must play a team that was
without key player Tracy Bruno in the
last game.
Grand Valley will then head to
Ferris in a critical game that could
determine who will make the playoffs.
The Bulldogs will most likely be
without one of their guards, who is ill
with mononucleosis.
The top four teams in the
conference will go to the GLIAC
playoffs to determine who gets the
automatic NCAA tourney bid.
Oakland University has already
clinched a playoff spot and can clinch
hosting the tourney with two wins this
week, while Michigan Tech and Lake
Superior State are virtually guaranteed
of qualifying.
Grand Valley is one of four teams
in the hunt for the final spot but will
need some help to get past Northern
and Saginaw Valley.

The Grand Valley StateUniversity
Rugby Football Club (GVSU RFC) is
looking for players for its first
upcoming season.
The spring “warm-up” season will
begin in April, with the “real” season
beginning in the fall. According to
Grand Valley senior Sean “Spike”
Ratter, one of the organizers for the
first-year club, upcoming opponents
will include the likes of Michigan State
University, Central and Western
Michigan universities, the University
of Michigan, and Cooley Law School.
Ratter said that he is hoping to get
guys to go to the Nashville tournament
on March 26.
“Nashville is a blast; we have a lot
of fun,” he said He's speaking from
experience there, having played in the
tourney as a member of the Grand
Rapids Gazelles, a powerhouse in
Michigan rugby for the last four years.
In fact, the Gazelles will be the “big
brother” team for GVSU RFC.
“The Gazelles are taking us under
their wing, ” Flatter said. He added that
they .will'work a big brother type of
program at each position to gain

experience.
“We always need people,” Ratter
said “Everybody will get a chance to
play a full rugby game.”
Being a 15 club, the 15 players on
the field play the entire 80 minutes
with no substitutions or time outs.
“If you have the lungs and the
heart to play the sport, you’ll play,”
said Flatter. Games will be on
Saturdays, with the ‘A’ side playing at
noon, followed immediately by the
‘B' side games.
“Rugby takes all sizes,” he
continued. Bigger guys are needed for
the forward position to gain the ball,
with the speedsters in the back, running
the ball.
Although the game consists of two
40-minute halves, the “third half’ is
just as important. That’s when the home
team puts on a spread for the visitors.
“Rugby is a social sport. It’s kind
of like a fraternity in a way. What
happens on the field stays on the field”
said Ratter. “We sing old rugby songs,
and congratulate the other club.”
Practices are on Sundays, from 46 p.m., in the Fieldhouse. “Practices
are pretty relaxed right now,” said
Ratter. That consists of ball drills,
hitting drills, and conditioning.

Villemure suspended For
one game by Grand Valley
by Brian Rutkowski
Sports Editor

Grand Valley head basketball
Coach Tom Villemure was suspended
for one game as a result of an on-court
incident following the Lakers 95-83
loss to Michigan Tech Thursday night.
Michigan Tech filed a complaint
with the GLIAC after Villemure was
seen yelling at officials following the
end of the game, but Grand Valley
decided to discipline Villemure before
the conference did.

According to Sports Information
Director Don Thomas, the incident
will be reviewed by the athletic
department via videotape. It will then
be determined if further disciplinary
actions should be taken.
This is the second time in two
years that Villemure has been
suspended as a result of arguing with
officials.
Last year Villemure received a
one game suspension for yelling at
officials at the end of a game in
Hillsdale.

Eric Allen ran a strong meet
earning a third in the 800 meter and a
fourth in the 1500. John Liparado
contributed to theLaker effort by taking
third in the 600.
According to Coach Pete Rowe,
the Lakers aren’t about a' let down
follow ing the team s’ recent
achievements.
Rowe contributes the L aker's
success to the team, “having more in
them than they thought”
This belief in themselves has bred
a self confidence which has bolstered
the team's success. The cohesiveness
of this team makes a disease like
confidence spread like a plague. This
Laker team has defiantly been exposed
to the plague and hopefully no cure is
in sight.
The Lakers w ill take th eir
rejuvenatedspiri Is to Eastern Michigan
on Saturday. This will be their last
opportunity to hone their skills before
the big GLIAC Indoor Championship
on February 26.

IThe Week Ahead

M en’s Basketball: The Laker
men host Saginaw Valley State
Saturday at 3:00 p.m. The Lakers
then head north to Big Rapids to face
rival Ferris State with tip o ff
scheduled for 8:00p.m. Both games
will be aired on 1480 WG VU.

Women’s Basketball: The Lady
Lakers look to keep their playoff
hopes alive on Saturday hosting
Saginaw Valley State at 1:00 p.m. in
the Fieldhouse. The Lakers are on
the road Monday to play Ferris State.
Tipoff is set for 6:00 p.m.
Track: Grand Valley travels to
Ypsilanti to compete in the Eastern
Michigan Invitational. First race is
at 10:00 a.m.
Swimming: The Laker Tankers
battle the best of the GLIAC in the
conference meet held at Hillsdale.
The meet will begin on Wednesday
with the diving events and the
swimming events will follow
Thursday through Saturday.
Men’s Volleyball: The Laker
Netters face Hope College Friday
night in Holland at 7:00 p.m. and
travel to Lansing for the day to
compete in the Michigan State Clash
on Saturday.
A n n o u n cem en ts: T en n is
tryouts are coming up. Anyone
interested in trying out can contact
Tim Sutherland at x3378 for more
information.
The GVSU Rugby Club is
coming soon. For questions or more
information, contact Sean Ratter at
235-4586, or Tom Foley at 847-6772.

Watch Jor the Baseball
Spring Training issue
coming in two weeks

. by M N m Arney
Suff Writer
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Depth h u always been a strong
pomt in Laker football, and this year's
recruiting class is no (Afferent.
This year, though, Grand Valley
got a little help from the NCAA.
“The reduction o f scholarships at
the Division I level went into effect
this year," said head coach Brian Kelly.
"The trickle down was that we got a
number of what we consider Division
I players that we weren’t usually able
to jget hold of.”
Kelly listed Jeff Fox (6-3,200QB,
Holland), Rory Zegunis (6-3,203 TE/
LB, Grand Rapids Union), Reggie
Spretling (6-1,215 LB.DetroitMartin
Luther King), Mike Grenda (6-4,280
OT, L ike Park, IL) as bona-fide

'i ‘ ■ ' ■ ■
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Division I prospects that will be in the
Laker uniform this fall.
Matt Brown is another that comes
to mind, an offensive tackle out of,
DeWitt, that at 6-6 and 260 pounds
should be able to make an impact
“His brother, Wayne Brown, was
a three year starter for us. He’s a
Division I player, but grew up going to
Grand Valley games and really saw
the chance of playing here soon,” said
Kelly.
Kelly hopes that the addition of
center Rich Hurley (3-11,260) from
Harper Junior College and Jamie Lay
(5-10,190) from Grand Rapids CC in
the defensive backfield will help fill
the holes left by the graduation of Sean
Mele and Dan McLean.
But Kelly also made it clear that
Grand Valley already possessed the

talent to fill the holes.
“We had the positions well filled
and backed up by players already in
the program,” said Kelly.
The Lakers will have plenty of
help all over the field with this year’s
recruits. Most of the new freshmen
play more than one position, which
Kelly feels is important, especially with
the signing of three more quarterbacks.
“Down the road, you never know
what might happen,” said Kelly.
. “Heck, all three of them might be
competing for a starting position, but
if one of the three emerges, then the
other guys can play other positions as
w ell because they’re very good
athletes."
The incoming recruits have an
average GPA of 2.979 and an ACT
score of 19.

Name

PoaMon

Wright

Michael Bint
Steven Brodnicki
Matt Brown
Eddie Caudle
Matt Chatfield
Daniel Deshetsky
Kuhaka Field*
Jeff Fox
Mike Garza
Mike Grenda
Mike Garble
Anthony Harris
Tim Hollem
Eric Horodyski
Rich Hurley
Chad Ingatowski
Jamie Lay
Matt McCarthy
Ryan Myers
Matt Powell
Eric Sheldon
Reginald Spratling
John Thomas
Marfcel Washington
Vincent Wells
Rory Zegunis

TE/DE
or
OT
RB/LB
TE/DE
TE/DE
DB/RB
QB
RB/LB
or
OT/DT
WR/DB
DB
FB/LB
OC
LB/TE
DB/WR
QB
WR/FS
FB/LB
RB/DB
LB
QB
DB/QB
DE/LB
TE/LB

220
250
260
195
217
215
180
200
180
280
230
150
180
190
260
190
190
180
160
215
185
215
180
170
210
215

Hometown
Westland/John Glenn
Chicago/StRita
DeWitt
Portage/Central
Tipton/Onstead
North Bnnch
■"
Ann Arbor/Pioneer
Holland
Birmingham /Scaholm
Hanover hrk, Il/Uke Park
Grant
Detroit/Denby
Grand Rapidt/Catholic Central
Grand Haven
Chicago/Lane Tech/Harper JC
Midland
Saginaw/GRCC
Alma
Grand Rapids/Ottawa Hills
Coal City, n
Grand Rapids/ Catholic Central
Detroit/ Martin Luther King
Utica/Eisenhower
Detroit/Ccntral
Detroit/MacKenzie
Grand Rapida/Union

Tankers hope to qualify for nationals at GLIAC meet
by Brian Rntkowskl_
Spoils Editor

a
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Putyourselfin Dewey Newsome’s
shoes for a minute.
The conference meet starts this
Wednesday with the diving portion of
the event, an area where the Lakers are
nationally recognized.
After that, the swimming events
take place for the next three days, with
nationally ranked Northern Michigan
giving the women’s team fits, and
nuiiiberonerankedOaklandUniversity
in men’s and women’s.
Is he pessimistic about his team's

chances? He doesn’t think so.
“We hope to finish third in both
men’s and women’s meets," said
Newsome. “It’s conciveable for the
women to given Northern a run but we
will need every point we can take.”
The Lakers diving team features
tw o-tim e
A ll-A m erican
Dan
Mumbrue, who's on his way back to
the nationals in two weeks.
Mumbrue has only lost one dual
event all season, but this will be his
toughest competition of the season,
meeting the Oakland divers for the
first time.
“They have a very good diver from

V enezula who w ill be tough,"
Newsome said.
Joining him for the second time is
Angie Cripe. Cripe went to the
nationals for the first time last year and
earned All-American honors.
Newsome praised both the
N orthern and O akland divers,
charectarizing them as tough to beat.
The Lakers are not as strong in the
swimming events as are Oakland and
Northern.
Newsome hopes to haye three or
possibly four swimmers qualify for
the nationals.
Leading the way is breast stroke

( Thinking About Your Career?

specialist Tina Higel, who she excels that will qualify her to go to nationals.
in the 100 and 200 meter distances.
Her best time is 24.75, achieved in last
Also making strides, or strokes, week’s Fenis m eet
are Amy Dipman and Tanya Koresh.
Newsome say s that the best way to
Dipman has improved her times in the shave off those fractions of a second is
freestyle distance eventsfliid, last time with technique.
out, Koresh broke the freshman record
“This is a taper week for us. We
in the 200 back.
will allow the bodies to recover and
Freshman Katie Flynn may have work on technique.”
the best chance of anyone on the team
The men’s team doesn’t have the
to qualify for the nationals. Flynn depthofthe women’s teambuthopefuls
holds every freshman record in the 50 include Mike Fultz in the backstroke
through 500 meter distances in the’ events and Chad Rumsey in the
freestyle.
butterfly; along with Joe Stepulla and
Newsome is pushing her to make Derek Beyer in the sprint and distance
24.49 seconds in the 50 free, the time freestyle events, respectively.
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THINKABOUTPUTTINGYOURCOLLEGEDEGREETOWORK)
WE’RE HIRING MANAGER TRAINEES
HIRING UPCOMING A ND RECENT GRADS:
• C areeroriented

A SOLID COMPANY:
• In business sin ce 1937

• Professional

• O ver 1600 offices coast to coast

• Energetic

• 25% average annual grow th rate

• Business-m inded
OFFERING:

• Entry Level Manager Trainee positions
in Metro Detroit, Northwest Ohio,
Mid-Michigan and West Michigan
• Training in all aspects of our business:
custom er service, inside/outside sales,
administration and management
• Performance-based promotions 100%
from within
• Career ladder, challenge, responsibility
• Salary, Profit Sharing, Benefits, Bonuses

Come join the'other successful
LAKER Alum ni at Enterprise
Rent-A-Car. We’ll b e conducting
interview s on cam pus at the
Placem ent O ffice on Mar. 29
Or, send your resum e to:

E N T E R P R I S E R E N T -A -C A R
31740 P ly m o u th RcL
L iv o n ia , M I 4 8 1 5 0

NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.
Just the drive to excel. Today’s Air
Force offers training in more than 150
technical specialties. If you’re a high
school graduate, you can train for
your future while you receive:
• excellent pay
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• complete medical & dental care
• opportunities to advance *
Get the experience you need with the
training you vyant. Contact your local
Air Force recruiter. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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S tu d en ts n eed to
learn that the facilities
fee works for everyone
I am sick of the crying and
whining and I will have no more.
To all of those students out there
who complain that their facilities fees
shouldn’t go to the Fieldhouse
expansion, I say, “get a life!”
I’ve had it up to the top of some
' of the snow drifts with complaints
that echo the sentiment, “Well, I’m
not going to use it, so why should I
have to pay for it?”
Well guess what? I didn’t want
to see my student life fee wasted on
INXS when a far better act (Clint
Black comes to mind) could have
been brought to Allendale.
And I certainly don’t want Salt n- Pepa here.
The difference is that 1 respect
the wants and needs of other students.
We all go to the same school, take the
same classes, but the difference is
that we all like different things.
Eventually, the facilities fee may
go to improve the Calder Fine Arts
building. Now I certainly don’t use
it (I have as much culture as an ice
cream cone), but I certainly
understand
the
need
for
improvement
For years, the Fieldhouse has
been overflowing during the hours
when students can use the courts and
lift weights. These students need
more space. Can the same be said for
Calder? 1 don’t think so.
For those who don’t know just
how cool our campus will look, I
suggest checkingoutthe drawings of
the addition in the lower level of the
Fieldhouse. Couple that with the
new Science and Math Building, and
this campus will puts lot of Division

I schools to shame.
The crazy thing about it is that we
pay income tax that goes towards things
we don’t use. Sure we all complain,
but that’s the price we pay for living in
such a great country. There! has to be
some give and take.
So let’s just try to understand. We
all can’t get what we want in this
world. It's a fact o f life. So instead of
kicking and screaming, let’s try to work
toward making this campus look as
good as itcan, and the next time the use
of the facilities fee is up for debate, let
your Student Senate know what you
want. Ifyoudon’tact,youhavenoone
to blame but yourself.

H a r d in g
and
th e
O lym pics:
like w ater and oil
Thank God Tommy Moe won the
men’s downhill alpine event Sunday.
It’s the only news that has thus far
distracted people from Tonya Harding.
I promised myself I wouldn’t bring
up the subject, but I must be the only
columnist, college or otherwise, who
hasn’t put in his/her two cents’worth.
Harding andher legal beagles have
pulled a fast one on the USOC. Tying
up the whole thing in court was pure
genius (evil genius, actually) and the
USOC was then forced to do what was
best for the games by letting her go.
At the very least, she should be
arrested for lying to the feds in the first
place, jf her second story is true.
If her story is false again, then
hang her out to dry. She has about as
much integrity as a politician. Did
anybody catch that really touching
speech where she apologized for letting
her fans down and then letting herself
down. She acted like an extra on the
set of a B movie.
By all means, Harding should have
been dropped a long time ago. Not
only has she disgraced the sport of
figure skating, but she has become the
epitome o f just how greedy some
ahteleteshave become. Sheisdeceitful
and will go to all lengths to assure that
she gets her way.
The only person worse than
Harding in this whole mess is Philip
Knight of Nike. He had to stick his
nose into the fray by putting up $25,000
for Harding's legal efforts.
Hopefully, justice will prevail on
and off the ice where Nancy Kerrigan
will leave Harding in ice shavings and
the Portland and Detroit police will put
two and two together and give Tonya
Harding w hatihe’ideservedall along.

Laker icers beat on Fort
Wayne; humbled bv MSU
z:

. bjM keA raey
Staff Writer ‘

$

The Laker hockey club improved
their season record to 8-3-2 after
playing three games in three days last
weekend.
On Friday, Michigan State gave
GVSU a bitof areality check with a95 victory.
The Lakers got to end theweekend
on a winning note by beating up on
Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne Saturday
and Sunday, 8-2 and 9-5.
“Michigan State h u a really good
squad,” said club President Gary
LaFond. “Our guys played hard and
kept it close until the end. All the lines
played well and despite the score,
(goalie) Scott Nichols played well
also."
Finding the bade o f the net for
Grand Valley against theSpartans were
Gary LaFond and Steve Bannatyne,
with two goals apiece, and Chris
Soium.
Brent LaFond dominated the
Laker’s scoring attack against Fort
Wayne, scoring six. It was the first
time Brent LaFond had back-to-back
hat tricks.
“Four of the six were fairly
difficult, but I did get a few lucky
ones,” Brent LaFond said.
He added that one of the goals
came on a shot from behind the net that

went off the'goalie’s skate.
Also scoring for GVSU in its first
contest with EPFW were Mike Joseph
with two goals, and Jamie Grant, Brian
Losiowski and Danell Templeton all
added one tally. J. T. Titus tallied three
assists, Bannatyne and Brent LaFond
each had two, and Sonun, Grant, Jamie
Schmitt, Jospeh and goalie Dale Waltz
eachhadone. TheLakersoutshotIPFW
43-16.
In what w u originally scheduled
to be their season finale, Grand Valley
was actually losing 2-1 for a short
period of time before coming back to
win by four goals. Beside the threegoal night from Brent LaFond, Gary
LaFond lit the goal light twice. Brandon
Solano, Titus, Schmitt and Grant all
had one apiece.
“(Fort Wayne’s) not the greatest
team in the world,” said BrentLaFond.
“When we first scheduled with them,
we didn’t know what caliber o f team
they had."
Brent LaFond added that if the
Lakers had any clue that Fort Wayne
would dominate the season series like
they did, the Lakers would not have
pliyed them as many times. Still it was
a good time and good experience,
according to Brent LaFond.
Originally, Sunday's game was to
be the team’s season finale, but Grand
Valley has added two games with
Calvin for Feb. 24 and 26.

IM Scores and Rankings
TOE MEN’S TOP TEN
lJDeezNutz
(4-0)
IB ig T e n
(4 0 )
3.The Buttheada
(50)
4. BoU Woodies
(4 0 )
5JM P’s k Company (5 0 )
6. CautkmJ3lammable (4 0 )
7. Chicks Dig Us
(3 0 )
8. White Trash
(4 0 )
9Hodads
(3 0 )
10.FUNKADELICS (4-1)

Chicks Dig Us 67, Bricklayers 34
Apathetic Mob 50, Pap Smears 38
GVFU 71, X-Cons 34
String Music 38, The Cagers 22
Nasty Doggs 57, Delta Sig Posse 19
String Music 45, X-Cons 35
GVFU 55, Delta Sig Slammers 41
Cagers 61, Delta Sig Posse 26

Tuesday Feb. 8
Men's
White Trash 53,12 fl.oz. 37
Fubar, The Original 57, Machines 30
OPALAKAS 46, Bus D riven 3 5 .
Too White For Flight 46, TKE Red
Guns 43
Big Ten 63, Run-n-Gun 33
The Dog Pound 45, Baron 35

THE CO-REC TOP FIVE
1.Three Peat
(4 0 )
2.Pimps k Hoes
(2 0 )
3 Hang Time
(2 0 )
4 3 e tr
(3-1)
5 .The Flaming Balia (2-1)
THE WOMEN’S TOP FIVE
1Homy HoOpers
(3 0 )
2.
Better Than You
( 2- 1)
3. Utter Chaos
( 2- 1)
5.Y Not?
(2- 1)

Cq-Rk
Snapper Heads 62, Boltwoodies 34
Pimps k Hoes 50, Flaming Balls 48

M onday Feb. 7
Men's
AceTomato49, Sexual Satisfaction 46
Smegmagician, 50, Lemmings 49
Lonely Knights 48, Be's Kept Secret
46
Bullheads 52, FUNKADELICS 48

Sunday Feb. 13
Cq-Rss
Beer SI, Super Freaks 26
Three peat 73, FM 46
Women's
Kappa Phi 30, Better Than You 26
Men's
East Side 68, Three Roy & Friends
54
Hodads 47, SPE Raiders 25
Hoops Baby 47, Rythmless Nation
37
Odd Sock 37, Lakeland Plus 33
Beer 58, GVFU Too 32
Triple Threat 63, Prem ature
Dribblers 55
Triple Threat 67, Bush Beaters 36
IMF's A Company 73, GVFU Too
54

Thursday Feb,

10

Womcnls
3-point Heaven 24, Hell's Angels 18
Homy Hoopers 26, Utter Chaos 25
Co-Rec
Hang Time 70, Village People 45
ATTENTION: Thursday night teams.
Just a reminder that games cancelled
Jan. 28 will be made up Feb. 17. If
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SPRINGBREAK
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High quality beachfront accommoda-

tions for 7 exciting nights.
Men's
Round trip chartered motor coach.
Fubar, The Original 58,12fl.oz.55
White Trash 86, Machines 24
jk
Free poot deck parties, activities, &
promotions
Caution: Flammable 70, Bus |
Inter-Campus Programs I.D./Discount
Drivers 39
card.
Dog Poind 49, TKE Red Guns 25
Boltwoodies 99, Run-n-Gun 51
- On-location staff for complete
Baron 62, Too White For Flight 45 fjY assistance.

W ednesday, Feb. 9
Men'a
Smegmagician 61 .Lonely Knights
48
The Bullheads 67, The Lemmings
53
Sexual Satisfaction 57, Be's Kept
Secret 51
FUNKADELICS 51, Ace Tomato
48

All taxes, tips, 4 service changes
included.

Call Jason

892-5510
or John

895-6770
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need to
more
by Alan P. Babbitt _
Staff Writer
—
In an era when the NCAA is
supposedly cleaning up athletic
programs across the country, it is
amazing how much leeway a coach
gets for having a winning program.
Temple’shandling of theoutburst
by its men’a basketball coach John
Chaney against Massachusetts coach
John Calipari in a post-game press
conference unfortunately shows how
weak some university presidents still
are in dealing with coaches who go
over the line.
On liv e television, C haney
chastised Calipari for complaining
ab o u t the officiating after the
Minutemen’s56-55 triumph. Calipari
shrugged off the profanity-riddled
comments, butChaney continued and
eventually
threatened
the
Massachusetts coach by saying, “I’ll
kill you," and, “I’ll kick your ass.”
U of Mass players restrained
Chaney from getting more than four
feet from their coach. The longtime
Temple mentor apologized afterward,
but the damage had been done.
There is no d oubt th a t an
ovcneaction occurred after a long,
hard-fought battle between the two
Atlantic 10 rivals. But the one-game
suspension handed down by Temple
President Peter Liacouras is far too
lenient.
If the 13th-ranked Owls program
were not so successful, Chaney would

have been fired a long time ago. His Everyone ju s t accepted it and
comments about the Fab 5 after his chuckled about the “01’ General.”
team’s loss to Michigan in last year's
If his Hoosiers are not in the Big
NCAA tournament showed what type 10 race like they are every year,
of coach Chaney really is.
Knight would have beenoutthe door
Telling his players to really “go years ago. Administrators are too
after” Chris Webber and calling Steve chicken to act accordingly.
F ish er a “pu ssy ,” because the
Even Grand Valley Coach Tom
Wolverine coach was complaining Villemure is well-known for his onabout the physical play of the Owls, is the-court and off-the-court antics.
not* proper way head coaches should
Just this past week at Michigan
act. •
Tech, V illem ure g o t him self
Coaches are role models for the suspended for one game by GVSU
players they bring to their university. . for an on-court incident with officials
Moms and dads trust that their son or after his team’s 95-83 loss to the
daughter will be protected while away Huskies.
from home by the coach.
What needs to happen is the
Players, especially those who have NCAA making a uniform system so
not had a positive male influence that repeat abusers o f officials,
growing up, will look up to their coach players and coaches are disciplined
as a father.
fairly.
One-game suspensions, handed
When players see their coach
hurlingobscenities atofficialsorfellow o u to v a arid over again, have proven
coaches just because their team is that they do not deter any coach from
losing, they may act in a similar way if acting improperly.
Winning a basketball game takes
they decide to join the coaching ranks.
getting an edge over your opponent.
Like father, like son.
The Temple situation is not an TrasK talking, banging bodies, or
isolated incident Coaches all across trying to intimidate officials have all
this nation getaway with embarrassing become accepted waysof getting the
the university simply because they have almighty “W.”
Handling these types of coaching
a winning program that brings a lot of
outbursts is what the NCAA's job.
money and exposure to the school.
But then again whent has the
Indiana Head Coach Bob Knight
is a prime example. Remember when NCAA dealt with any situation
he threw a chair across the court at promptly and in a correct manner?
Assembly Hall after becoming upset As long as winning is placed No. 1
with a call? Just recently he yelled at on the pedestal, nothing will ever
his son on the,bench for screwing up. change.

GLIAC Baketball Standings
Conf.
W i
Wayne State
104
Oakland
94
Ferris State
9-5
Northern Mich
9-5
Saginaw Valley S t 8-6
8-6
Hillsdale
7-8
Lake Superior S t 5-9
G rand Valley
4-9
Noithwood
4-9
Michigan Tech
4-10

0 -A
ay174
174
11-10
15-10
12-10
10-12
8-14
7-14
9-11
9-13

Conf.
W i
13-0
Oakland
12-2
Michigan Tech
104
Lake Superior S t
7-7
Northern Mich
Saginaw Valley St. 7-7
6-8
Ferris State
5-8
G randV alley
4-10
Wayne State
4-11
Hillsdale
1-12
Noithwood

0-A
W i
18-2
17-3
16-5
12-7
14-7
14-8
10-11
9-13
9-13
4-17

Games This Week

Thurafay-Ecb.II
Oakland at Ferris State
Northern Mich at Lake Superior S t
Michigan Tech at Northwood
Wayne State at Saginaw Valley
Saturday Feb. 19
Saginaw Valley State at GrandValley
Hillsdale at Oakland
Northern Michigan at Norhtwood
MichiganTechatLakeSuperiorState
Ferris State at Wayne State
(Both men's and women's teams are
scheduled for the same day)

The Psychology behind
em otional security o f the Photocard, now w ith No A nnual Fee.
The Citibank Classic Visa* instills in students feelings o f safety, security and general
w ellness not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother o f all
credit cards, f Som e experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the
first credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, “This
is me, really me.” (As opposed to, “W ho the heck is that?”—a
com m on response to the photo on o n e’s Student ID .) It’s an
Subject sufferingfm m
Credit Card Theft Nervosa.

immediate form o f ID, a boost to your self-im age, f O f course if
your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from

The M onarclf NotesVersion:

using it, you’ll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs o f Credit

T h e C itib ank C la ssic card

Card Theft Nervosa). ^ Other experts point to other services, such

gives students no annual fee,
p e a c e o f m ind, p ro tectio n

as The Lost Wallet "Service that can replace your card usually
Subject after receiving Citibank
Classic Visa Photocard.

within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Customer Service line, your

against Freud—or rather fraud
—and a low rate. Apply today.

hotline if you w ill, for any card-related anxiety whatsoever. ^ Further analysis reveals

C a l l 1 -8 0 0 -C I T I B A N K

three services that protect the services you make on the Citibank Classic Visa card,

(1 -8 0 0 -2 4 8 -4 2 2 6 ), e x t. 19.

at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security ”can cover them against accidental damage,
fire or theft, for 90 days from the date o f purchase1 (preventing, o f course, Insecurity).

2. Citibank Lifetime W arranty "allows one to extend the warranty for the expected
service life o f eligible products up to 12 years.2 3. And Citibank Price Protection
assures you o f the best price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for
less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150' (hence no Post
Purchase Depression). ^ Special student savings are particularly therapeutic. For example,
you can receive a $20 Airfare Discount3on any domestic flight. (Case studies indicate
that a Fear o f Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a possibility.)
Not to mention savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, m agazines and
music; a low variable interest rate4 o f 15.4% and N o Annual Fee. *1 Suffice it to say, you’ll
have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit card history. So, call

1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19, to apply over the phone (students
don’t need a job or cosigner) or to have your
photo added to your Citibank Classic Visa
card, f If we say that a sense o f Identity
is the first com ponent o f the Citibank
C lassic Visa card, a sense o f Security
the second, and a sense o f Autonomous
Will from your newfound financial inde
pendence the third, don’t be crazy...Call.
'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by
The Zurich International UK Limited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company
Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your
Summary of Aidditional Program Information. 'Offer expires 6/3Q/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student
cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only ‘The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases is 15.4% as of 1/94 and may vary quarterly The
Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge
for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater
than $10.00. Monarch* Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company Used by
permission of the publisher Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), NA. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.

A guided trip through the perils of
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. by Kffcccoi A idrcn____
Entertainment Editor
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The first thing I noticed about the
room where I was to undergo the
traumatic operationofgetting my belly
button pierced was that it looked
exactly like a gynecological exam
room~stimips and all. When the
woman told me to lie down, my feet
automatically found the stirrups and
there I was, ready and raring, logo.
“Ohno,”shesaidlaughingly, “you
don’t have to put your feet up.”
Slightly embarrassed, I took my
feet out o f the stirrups and got
comfortable on the table. My boyfriend,
who had accompanied mefar the event,
smirked and sat down to observe the
proceedings (Irindofsadistic, wouldn’t
you say?)
I laid there as she pulled down my
shorts and cleaned the belly button
area with a disinfectant The procedure
was repeated w ith each o f the
instruments she used, which was
reassuring.
Now most of you have gotten your
ears pierced at some point and so have
I, -but the two experiences don’t
compare at alL Ear piercing involves
a quick motion with a gun and a little
immedi ate discomfort, but overall, it's
not that bad.
With belly button piercing, the first
thing is to clamp the skin about to be
pierced with a pair of forceps. Long,
mean-looking pieces o f metal.
Unbelievably enough, she had a
hard time finding enough loose skin to
grab. Ordinarily, this news would
have pleased me but the result was
some rather red and tender skin until
she finally managed to nab a fold.
Next, she took a long metal rod
and pushed it through the fold. Right
through my flesh folks, right through!
Did I w ince?-Not once! Nopain, no
gain.
Now, the nice thing about where I
went, Amulet on Division, is that their
rods are hollow so they push through
the skin as opposed to against the skin,
w hich m akes the w hole thing
significantly easier. Trust me, this part
isn't nearly as bad as you’d imagine.
Well, maybe it is. But it’s worth it.
Lastly, the ring you’ve selected (I
chose a simple silver model with a
silverball)is inserted and twistedshut
The only thing that is really

unpleasant about this whole procedure
is the anticipation and the length of
time that it takes; painful it isn’t
The woman (no, I obviously did
not get her name - thanks for asking)
had warned me ahead of time that I
might feel woozy and dizzy afterwards,
but I felt fine, fit as a fiddle and ready
to go! Feeling fresh and excited, I
jumped off the table when I noticed
that my boyfriend had grown frightfully
pale. Worried, I fetched him a glass of

wisely determined beforehand that he
wouldn’t be able to watch without
hurling and so wisely stayed behind so
as not to bring down our morale.
God knows how, but I made it to
the chair just in time. Waves were
crashing in my head, I was lightheaded
and my body was floating. My eyes
closed and 1just sat there.
For those experienced with body
piercing, this is known as the “rush.”
For those in the medical profession.

The beautifully bored belly-button afBecca Andrews.
water, and the woman told him to just
sit down until fee feeling passed.
Geez, I thought, I’m the one who
gets their belly pierced and he gets
faint! Humph.
Note: The ring isn’t actually “on”
the belly button, it's just above it and
looks super cool.
I walked laughing and smiling to
fee outer room where our faint-hearted
friend was waiting for us. He had

Hwo by Nikki Bocttmao

you may be more familiar with the
term “shock.”
Regardless of fee terminology, this
buzz is reputedly the reason first-time
body piercers comeback to pierce ever
more unusual parts and itringe parts
of their anatomy.
(In case you want to browse
through your options, there's a lovely
picture book on the counter showing
pierced eyebrows, noses, lips, nipples.

piercing
belly buttons, and genitals.)
Bade to fee buzz, baby. This one is
a tripper and it’s all natural. Kinds.
Anyway, I was still going when
weerossed the streetto the tattoo parlor.
No, don’twony, my body had incurred
enough mutilation for one evening.
The tattoo was for my boyfriend. ( I
was worried, to o -if he feels faint
watching me get my belly pierced,
how would he handle getting a tattoo?
See his article to find out!)
Afterwards, all I could think about
was the fact that I now had a large
piece of metal stuck in my stomach.
It's a couple months later now, and
the belly ring is pretty much a part of
me. I clean it with Benadine to prevent
infection. Unfoitunately.ofall thebody
piercings you can get, this one is the
hardest to heal One reason is feat it is
not protected since it’s on a flat surface.
You also have to be careful feat your
clothes don't rub against it the wrong
way. You should also be careful when
rubbing up against someone else
actually. Belly rings can be very
sensitive.
I love my belly ring. Walking to
class I think, “Wow, I’ve got a belly
ring.” It still gives me thrills, partly
because, if you looked at me, you’d
probably never guess.
I’ve had people ask why I did i t
Well, I’d thought about for acouple of
months and it appeared to be a way of
expressing myself feat wouldn’t be
readily apparent to everybody (Le. It
cannot be held against as easily as an
arm tattoo in a job interview). Besides,
my brother had gone punk way before
it was fashionable, died his hair red
and got dreadlocks. My parents are
fairly shock-proof. They took my news
rather calmly; I just can’t win.
Also, I feel better about my
stomach now. Most women aren’t too
happywifethispartoffeeirbody. The
ring looks exotic and makes me proud
of my stomach. It may sound a little
weird, but i t ’s a way o f taking
ownership and pride in my body.
Works for me.
Body piercing is actually becoming
quite mainstream. Flip through the
pages ofVogue and Cosmopolitan and
y o u ’ll see models like Christie
Turlington who also have belly rings.
It’s fashionable, dude.
Say, you want to get your belly
pierced now too? Cool

Tattooing: permanent means of self-expression
fcrM M reBJet
Layout God ~
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A lot of people cringe when
tattooing is mentioned, but not this
fearless reporter.
When the lovely (and somewhat
intimidating) Entertainment Editor
approached me wife the suggestion of
doing a body piercing/ tattooing
feature, I said, “Sure, just show me
who to interview.” Little did I know
who she
in mind to get tattooed.
Lucky me.
Nightfall came and we decided to
enjoy all that Grand Rapids had to
offer.
Ten minutes later, we found
ourselves in front of Amulet Body
Piercing. I had a sinking feeling in my
stomach as I realized how the night
was going to progress, what wife
Magnum Tattooing right across the
street. The fact that two sU ff
photographers came along should’ve
tipped me off in the first place.
Hiukight’s twenty-twenty, after alL
To get the kswdown on d u t lovely
practice afbody-pincing. see feeother
article in feis section.
WeB. kids, we’ve been magically
t aa hour into the

_ - ) is tim proud possessor o f a
saMypaaroadbafly-bmmuandwe’re

It's a

. It

preconceived notion of what a tattooing razor and started shaving fee area where
parlor would look like, and boy, was I the tattoo was going to be placed.
I cried silent tears as my poor chest
wrong.
It has beautiful hard-wood floors, hair was being removed from it's home.
impeccably clean white walls, and it’s Dammit, it took me nineteen years to
decorated with reproductions of tattoos grow those three hairs and in the blink
feat people had gotten there. Large of an eye they were gone!
Good ol' Crab applied the stencil
books of designs grace the table in the
lobby for those feat want a tattoo but to my chest and then the fun really
began.
aren’t sure of whaL
“What the hell is that?” 1 asked as
The staff is also great. We talked
for about forty-five minutes about the my eyes fell upon some kind of torture
device.
process of tattooing.
“Heh-heh, you’ll see...”
First of all, they were interested in
Needless to say, if you don’t like
making sure that I wanted a tattoo.
They weren’t out just to make money; pain, don-'t get a tattoo.
Actually, it's not that bad. The
they realize feat these tattoos are forever
(mainly because they are the proud outline pen felt kinds like a cat
possessors of i good many tattoos scratching my chest (only for a
themselves), and they stressed this fact reeeeeally long time). Annoying, but
tome. They seemed to really care that tolerable. Sort of like the Ad Manager
here at the Lanthom.
I knew what I was getting into.
Then came the filler pen. Imagine
After chit-chatting wife my tattoo
seven
needles moving at high speeds
artist (his name waa Crab, I swear to
God! It's even on hia business card!), injecting ink underneath your skin.
he sat me down with a stencil of the Now put yow tongue on a nine-volt
design 1 decided 1 wanted on my body battery, multiply this sensation by a
thousand, and there you have it!
for the rest of my natural life.
Anyway, it lasted for about forty
First he mked me where I wanted
fun-filled minutes and our
it.
“W ell I was thinking about my photographers kept exclaiming, “I
never knew the human face could
left pec.”
contort
like feat'”
I could tell that iTiqay not be a
You're welcome, Erik. My pain
good idea when be shook fait head and
was your gain (if you see Mr.HoUaday,
rolled fea eyes- By God, 1 waa sure
that's wImto I warned it and nothing just ask him bow much money he
made from the picture*. How’d you
afford that new ryP tm in your cat, eh.
H at

buddy?)!
After all was said and done and I
came outof my stupor, there it was, my
beautiful tattoo! I felt like the father of
a newborn baby (actually, 1 felt more
like a mother in labor).
Everybody asks me, “Do you regret
it?”
For me, my tattoo is something
I'm proud of. It was a little bloody and
pretty painful but overall, no, I don’t
regret it. It's kinds cool. I mean, it’s
a design 1 made up, and I had the

resolve to have it placed on my body
permanently.
And to everyone seriously
considering getting a tattoo, don't let
my somewhat exaggerated story of
pain and suffering deter you from
getting one. It really isn’t as bad as I
made it out to be. Really. I'm not
lying. Honest.
Anyhow, thanks to the people at
Magnum Tattooing (on South Division,
shameless plug) for making it a better
experience than I had anticipated.

HeriKmgam(the itjamna "Crab") steadily werts
apaa my chert at Mat"""1Tattooing .

Photo by El* Hoteh?
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For ol’geezi n , (comparatively
speaking), they'“gave an energetic
performance in keeping with the high
coniumption o f coffee taking place,
How did Cafe Nuit find such an
unusual, entertaining group?
Enterprising young sleuth that I am, I
took that question to Cafe N u t’s

~1
^
Cafe N uit is expanding its
repertoire to include such acts as the
newly-formed Grand Rapids band
ind
Juneapple.
Described as a vocal driven folk,
ilk,
blues, jazz eclectic
experience, Juneappleis
acoustic entertainment
driven by a bass, banjo,
mandolin and guitar.
Made up o f four
talented guys who look
to be in their forties,
Juneapple provided
perfect music for the
coffee-house
atmosphere. Their tunes
were upbeat, catchy and
had more than a hint of
down home to them.
Their catchy lyrics
belied their sense of
humor, as did their, in

JmtmppUprxmdafolksy ccfftt-appimf
can you fm l to be f o r&t f eiia 0 ,c4eN sit.S*n.F eb.l3.
charmed by lyrics such
as “I wish Icould tie you to my side and unofficial advisor Sean Kenny.
take you along with me.”
Evidently, they took out an ad in
Another set highlight was the Big Fish, a local alternative rag found
impressive bass solo that ledoffasong in y o u better coffeehouses, that said
revealing the true angina o f mOk and they were lookingfor cheapmusicians.
eggs for-aD the city-slickers in the
“O ur goal is to bring in
experimental stuff. Anything you can’t

•

I f p p j ...........................
get on the radio,” explained Kenny.
Lots of interesting events are
slotted for this semester. A Grand
Rapids based independent filmmaker
by the name of Sean Hoessli will be
premiering his film L ost on the
Bohemian Road, at Cafe Nuit soon.
film is described asamix between
Drugstore
Cowboy and Sex,
L ie s
and
Videotape.
Also, efforts
to get students to
take the mike with
their poetry have,
so far, been
u n su c c e ssfu l.
Kenny, however,
has seen where the
problem lies and
has now come up
with the idea of
offering
cash
prizes! T h at’s
right, money for
Ffmioby D u inring your deepest,
silliest thoughts
and insights. The
event is scheduled for March, so get to
work.
So, stop by Cafe Nuit and get kick
started with some caffeine. Then relax
and enjoy .the entertainment that will
be coming your way.

Virus 23 infects Grand
kyM fteKIng.
Staff Writer
Like industrial music? Well, keep
reading. Don’t like industrial music?
So what, keep reading. You’ll be a
bettor person for i t
Tbs Reptile House (the home of
great concerts) did it again when they
brought Virus 23, Feeble Premonition,
and HaloBlack to Grand Rapids on
Wednesday the ninth. For the most
part it was a killer show feat everyone
enjoyed. ’ ’> f- "‘>u‘ HaloBlack hit the stage
first They were, urn... okay.
They screamed a lot and,
welL. they screamed some
more Mom always said that
if you didn’t have anything
nice to say, well by goDy,
don’tssy anything. I guess I
won't say anything more
about HaloBlack except for
one very interesting fa c t
The drummer had his face
pierced.
“His face?” you ask?
Yup, both nostrils pierced at
least once, his septum
(y'know , the p art th a t
divides yer nostrils), his bp,
below his bp, and between
his eyes (a veritable door
knocker on his face!).

Imagine the pain be went through when
be sneezed right after he had it done.
Ouch.
Feeble Hremooition went on at
about a quarter to midnight That’s
when the fun started. Theseguysare
probably the best local band around
and they proved it. I’d say that most of
fee people that went to the show went
specifically for Feeble Premonition. I
know I did.
They played for close to forty-fivr
minutes and got the crowd energized
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for Virus 23 (incidentally, one of their
favorite bands).
The highlights were definitely
“Covetittg God” and “Ritual,” two of
the crowd’s favorites. Everybody's
gaze was transfixed on the stage,
watching these six guys from G JL
redefine music. If you ever have a
chance to see Feeble Premonition, do
it!
Virus 23, hailing from New York
City, took thestage doeetooneo’clock.
And I do mean took the stage.
Hus trio o f guys exploded
into action with “Take iTfrotn
then1'self-titled album. Virus
23. from there, we didn’t
have a chance.
They played constantly
wife no breaks between fee
songs, leaving us no time to
breathe and, to tell the truth, I
don't think anyone minded.
Their brand of relentless,
engulfing industrial drumbeat,
razor-edged guitar riff,
screaming, tortured vocals
musicprovided the crowd with
an almost drug-like rush. I’m
still coming down from it.
All in all, a great show,
and all for four bucks. I’d
highly recommend catching
Virus 23 (pun intended) if you
have the chance.

Lo
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Premonition
industrializes G.R.
■
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by M keltlag.
Staff Writer '
“Feeble who?” you say? Let
me provide you wife the answer.
These five guys got together and
formed a band. They like industrial
music, so they began to play
industrial music. Okay, so it’s a
little more complicated than that,
but all you need to know is that j
they’re the best band in Gr
Rapids.
“W e’re not self-righti
about it, b ut by virtu e]
elimination; we’re it for in
music in G JL,” explained Bri
VanTil, co-founder o f Fe

more complex. And then all hell
breaks loose. Everybody jumps
into the mix, wanting a piece of
you. The drum and keyboards
numb your head, the bass wears it
down until it’spaper thin, theguitar
rips it open and Tigchelaar peeks
inside before he wreaks his havoc.
Just when the music slows for
t a second and you think they may
t you go, you realize they ’re only
ntingyou. “Guilty and alone/
1Reeling from the
B u rili alive,” screams
llelaar. « e onslaught is
less, but y B k n ’t want it to
>because it A o good.
r “Ritual” is t ^ B m i c r track
the tape. S e r ^ H H this song
litshines v ir tu s ^ ^ ^ e r y other

can I

____
ndone
. even by S ^ B Puppy (I’d
leven be willing ^ H t that Skinny
M anaged to w easel
advance copy o f their demo out* [Puppy or M in ii^ B n ll do a cover
t in a few y e ^ V And you know
Brett during the intervie
i better?
onto your hats, kids.
j in a guy’s
“W e’iefansofdifferentmu
L
V
an
m
heavy music,” VanTil went on.
[these guys will
Really? I qgver would’v j
get a frilly
guessed.
____
r
signing
with
H ie first
their I
^onlyamatter
track demoj
and is a g£
loop and
in.
itual”
puts
After aboutaten-secqhd mb
a sing-song
the drums start pounding over B r
in making you
Tigchelaar’s (vocals) distor
voice moaning, “Gaze into m l
I a n d f ^ B & a k t q u ^ p L , taking
eyes...” Hate to admit it, but
you
could fehgfee hairs starting to s
the boys
up on t h e n f c ^ f my neck as l
business.
song went on.
An exit
T igchelaar’s
th |
_____world o f hate!” screams
pounding percussion,
jgchelaar wife the rest of Feeble
insane guitar manage to^
jirntp. “Ritualized chants
inside your head,
Lead!” leave us
everything you!
it into a
b j# S e b |
hints O T ^ ^ ^ ^ H H U io w m g
ven s t r o n g a ^ ^ ^ B j j l the sky
( B la d # follot
o v e /L a u g h in ^ ^ H H c o m e r/
wife B f f p e d up m p overlf
lizing what I ium lH htened/
slight d n u tf beat wl
(Running aw ay^T
quickly dissolves into
[Chills. I ’m not afraid to say
keyboards (playedby Derek]
his song hits me deep in my
A distorted voice samplej
It hits me because I can fed
“Look at what your G<
sincerity, the chaos, the
done..." Then the fun st
sion in the music. For me,
Tigchelaar’s voice comes <
("that's the mark of a good song.
in from every side, supported
Only a good band can get that
Brett’s impressive guitar work i
Mike Peterson’s excellent bass] across in their music.
Fertile Premonition is as good
playing. Nick Varano keeps the
song together with his first-class asitgets. Their detno is incredible
drumming when the others get and their live performances are
carried away. “Storm in your eyes even better. These guys are about
from the animal inside...” sings, to break, so you may as well spend
nay, reveals Tigchelaar. This song four bucks to see ’em at Reptile
takes you on a roller-coaster ride; now, because in a few years, you’ll
just when you think it’s about to pay thirty bucks and have a two
end, it jumps back twice as strong hour drive to the Palace of Auburn
Hills to see these fellas.
as before.
Go on, treat yourself. I figure
The second side of the tape
reveals the true talent of Feeble that if you’ve read this much, you
deserve to know that they’ll be at
Premonition.
“Coveting God” starts with the the Fountain Street Church on
trademark slow keyboard intro. A March 4 with Shut and Guile (two
few seconds later, the steady more great local bands). What else
drumbeat comes into play. The do you have to do on a Friday?
drumbeat speeds up and as the song They’ll also be at “Eastown Works”
gets underway the drumming gets on March 30.
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The Eartkumes performedFeb. 11 in the Cook-DeWin Center.

Photo by Dan living

Earthtones: on top of the world
. by G rtf Bu m .
' Staff Writer '

I>k

z?

“Who the hell are you guys?”
It’s a question I jokingly asked to
a couple members of the Earthtones
just before they took the stage Friday
night Smiling, they said “We’re a five
part vocal group from Canada.” A
relatively simply statement from an
entertaining divene group.
The Earthtooes-never heard of
them. Many ofyou could probably say
the same. They’re a tough group to
capture. “W e don’t like acapella. It's
flattering to be compared to Boyz II
Men, but at the same time we lose
some o f our.own personality,” says
Scott Henderson, group bassist.
“We’re very Versatile, our style is

indicativeto....well, really noone. We
have a lot of every group in us.”
The band is enjoying strong play
in Canada, but has yet to hit major air
time in the U.S.
Once they took the stage in a halffilled Cook Dewitt Center, they seemed
undaunted. They opened with a sweet,
soulful, number that (I bate to say it)
sounded a lot like Boyz II Men, but
impressive nonetheless.
Many of their cover tunes were
very impressive, and showcased their
many talents. Billy Joel’s “For the
Longest Time,” the Temptations'
golden oldie “My Girl,” a high-tech
Euiythmics “SweetDreams,” and an
amazing reggae version of Sting’s
“Loveis the Seventh Wave," were just
afew.

Perhaps even more intriguing,
though, was the group’s attention to
comedy. Yes, comedy!
They had the audience laughing
and sometimes dancing to their
hysterical antics. Whatever it might
have been, the between the legs finger
snapping, or the teary eyed introduction
to an acapella version of Sesame Street,
the Earthtones captured the
imagination of the audience.
A touching ballad dedicated to one
of the group member’s grandparents,
was just beautiful. A hard slamming
rap single, showed much of the group's
musical promise and diversity.
Finally, a propaganda folly of the
smash Boyz II Men single “End o f the
Road,” entitled “End o f the Show,”
had group members pushing the sale
of their new CD and tee shirts.
It was a w ell-organized
performance. The Earthtones gained
much respect, and turned what I thought
would be a night of Color Me Badd
wannabes, into an experience worth
repeating.
T he
,X 6 S
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Jobs & Money
Home Support A ides: Part-tim e
p o sitio n s h elp in g fa m ilie s to
im plem ent b eh a v io r treatm en t
p la n s
fo r
c h ild r e n , w ith
d e v e lo p m e n ta l d is a b ili tie s .
H ours are flexible: after school
and/or w eekends. You m ust be
dependable, have a valid driver's
license, and ow n personal vehicle.
Relevant training and experience
w ith b e h a v io r m a n a g e m e n t
techniques is preferred. T raining
and supervision provided. For
more inform ation, call Louise at
ALLEN H EALTH CARE at 9567844 or 1-800-948-0727.
Spend the summ er in the beautiful
C atskill M ountains o f New York.
A c h ie v e a c h a lle n g in g a n d
rew arding experience w orking in
a residential cam p for adults with
p h y s ic a l an d d e v e lo p m e n ta l
disabilities. P ositions available:
C o u n s e lo rs , C a b in L e a d e rs ,
Program Leaders. All students
are encouraged to apply. Season
dates June 6 - A ugust 24. Good
salary, room and board, and some
tra v e l a llo w a n c e . F o r m o re
inform ation call 914-434-2220 or
write to Camp Jened, P.O. Box
483, Rock H ill, NY 12775.
S um m er C am p P o sitio n s: Make
a difference in the life o f a child!
S u m m er th e ra p y c a m p fo r
handicapped children. Located on
shore o f Lake Superior near Big
Bay, Mi. Positions available for
c o u n s e lo rs ,
w a te r
fro n t,
in stru c to rs fo r n a tu re /a rts &
c r a fts / r e c r e a tio n , n u rs e s ,
th e ra p is t, fo o d s e rv ic e and
auxilary. Must be enthusiastic,
responsible and love children.
June 19-August 14. Salary, room
& board and experience of life 
time provided. Call or write for
application and inform ationrBay
C liff H ealth Cam p, 310 W est
W ashington,Suite 300. Marquette
Mi. 49855. 906-228-5770.
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Feb. 20 Cracker & Counting Crows at the Orbit Room. 8 p.m.

L a n lh o rn

Sommer Employment Opportunities

CALL THE MOVIE HOTLINE

On Cunpiu
Feb. 18 &20 Cinematech presents L ike Water fo r Chocolate:
based on the best selling novel by Laura Equivel. Love, heartache, and
culinary delights. 7 p.m. Mainsail, Kirkhof Center.
Feb. 19 Cinematech presents A Soldier’s Story: Howard E. Rollins,
Denzel Washington, and Adolph Caesar star in Norman Jewison's film
about a murder and racism during WWD. Excellent film. 7 p.m.
Mainsail, Kirkhof Center.
Feb. 20
University-Community O rchestra Concert, Lee
Copenhavfcr, Conductor. 8 p.m. at the Louis Armstrong Theatre of the
Calder Fine Arts Center. Free.
Feb. 20 -23 Cafe Nuit presents President’s Week. Stop in for free
coffee, interesting conversation, and atmosphere, atmosphere,
atmosphere! Sundays 7-11 p.m. and Wednesday 6-11 pm ., downstairs
KC. . .
th ru Feb. 2S The Uncommon Clay exhibit continues at the Calder
Gallery. Free.

sihvic['
•term p ap ers, rep o rts, theses,
assignm ents, etc.
•lase r printing
•free delivery to certain are as
•ru sh service available
C all 245-2186, leave m essage

A vanti mini refrigerator, 1 y ear
old. $30. C all 892-5564.
C o m p u te r - A T & T - IB M
com patible. 640K, 30 m egs, with
m onitor and program s. $200.
Call 249-2022.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
m onthly. Sum m cr/holidays/fulltim e. W orld travel. Caribbean,
H aw aii, Europe, M exico. Tour
g u id e s, g ift sh o p sa le s, deck
hands, casino w orkers, etc. No
ex p e rien c e n ecessary . CA LL
602-680-4647, Ext. C147,

For sale: DP Step 1000 Fold-up.
Stepm ac|iine. O nly 3 months old.
$50 o r best offer. Call Lori at
669-8345 after 6 p.m.__________

C hem istry, full-tim e undergrad
re a se a rc h p o s itio n s . S u m m er
1994 at Hope C o lleg e, H olland
Mi. 49423. To apply, w rite or call
Dr. M. Silver, (616) 394-7630.
D eadline March 9.

$6500 for g re a t s t a r t e r hom e.
3BR m odile hom e in P residential
E states in H udsonville. Newly
decorated bath & nursery, new
gas stove. O w ner w ill finance at
7% fo r right buyer. Im m ediate
occupancy. 772-0921.

H u n g ry H o w ie 's P iz z a : N ow
hiring drivers. M ust have own car
and be able to work w eekends.
Apply in person at 314 Baldwin
in Jenison or call 457-3333.

Travel
S p rin g B reak B a ck p a ck in g - in
Big Bend N atio n al P ark, TX.
Life's a M ountain, not a beach.’ If
that's your philosophy we've got
an adventure for you. From the
panorama of 9000 Mt. Emory to
desert solitude on the D odson
Trail, you'll experience more sun
than Florida. D on't follow the
c ro w d .
C a ll u s: C h r is tia n
Adventures, 751-5990.

Do you w an t an ex citin g c a re e r?
In spite o f airline dow nsizing,
pilots are in dem and and after
1995, another pilo t shortage will
occur. C all me for a test flight.
Dave (616) 791-6909._________
HELP WANTED: V olunteers for
d o cto ral rese arch on b attered
women and their dream s. Must be
out o f b a tte rin g re la tio n s h ip
within past 18 m onths. Elizabeth
for inform ation: 517/336-9930.

SPRING BREAK 94: C ancun,
Baham as, Jam aica, F lo rid a &
P ad re!
110% lo w e s t p ric e
guarantee! O rganize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE! Take A
Break Student Travel, (800)3287283._________________________

Housing
Roommate wanted: H udsonville
room for rent in nice home. 10
m inutes from GVSU. Full house
p riv ile g e s: g ara g e, lau n d ry .
$215/month + 1/3 utilities. Call
875-8031, evenings.

SPRING BREAK 94: Cancun,
Bahamas, Jam aica, South Padre,
Florida at the guaranteed lowest
prices. From the # 1 spring break
company. Call now, 857-1775.

For Sale
BY OWNER: Rem odeled 1 1/2
story farm house on spacious 1.3
acre lot. 3, possibly 4 bedrooms,
large master bedroom, light oak
kitchen with seperate dinnette, 1
3/4 b ath s, p a rtia lly fin ish e d
basement, new 2 1/2 stall garage
and b arn .
P o s s ib le re n ta l
property. Great area, must sell.
Price reduced to $73,900. Call
669-8784._____________________
For sale: 2 year m em bership to
Prem ier Ladies Fitness. Includes
A erobics and S print m achine.
Free Day Care. $200 or b/o Call
Bobbi, 249-0069.
For Sale: Sportcard collection.
Includes several rookie cards good to mint condition. F irst $300
(firm) takes all. Call Mike,
895-7040.

Misc.
JOHN MACH: V alentine's Day
has come and gone, but will you
be mine anyway? If you say "yes"
find me. (If you can!)
T ypist: Work done out of my
home. State of the art equipment.
Call Pat at 531-0914.

r
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Join us on Sundays from
7-11 pm and Wednesdays
from 6-11 pm in
downstairs Kirkhof
If you are interested in
performing musically,
artistically or in some other
way. call SOVC (895-2363)
for more info. And as
always,
Q o ^ e e !!
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voodoo spell and invites introspection
to escape the frightening reality of
evetydaylife. Togetoutofthem essof
gangs, drive-by shooting, frontin’,
superficiality and materialism we
“have to get with knowledge self.”
The CD finishes with the haunting
track “The Darkside”: ‘‘Come take a
trip through the eye o f a Mack man /
looking out at life like he really don’t
give a damn / Feel the hate and anger
o f a punk gang-banger.”
A
condemnation of thoughtless brutality,’
crack-smolcing, and deadened feeling,
this is nothing short of powerful.
Jazz aficionados will appreciate
the fact that this is a Blue Note
recording, which has been offering the
best in jazz since 1939. Blue Note
alumni include Sonny Rollins, Donald

-by Rtbccca Andrews.
Entertainment Editor

“Ladies and gentlemen, as you
know.we have something special down
h o e at the Bird]and this evening-a
recording for Blue Note Records.” So
goes the intro for the best release of the
year, Hand on the Torch.
Lay on back and listen as Rahsaan,
the most talented rapper out there,
recites poems on top of the grooves.
His ripping transcends the run-of-themill variety with its smooth delivery
and melodic sound without musing
any of the realism rip is known for.
There is no other way to describe his

manipulation of words and sounds:
it's poetic.
Ifyouhave MTVorVH-1,you’ve
seen the stylish clip they put together
for their first single “Cantaloop (Flip
Fantasia),” and certainly they seem to
be marketing themselves to appear to a
large audience. Nothing wrong with
that; jazz and soul this good ought to
be shared.
Tracks are laid out with a solid
base of horns, piano, drums, and sax
and w e embellished with extensive
sampling. Every song finds its groove
naturally, almost effortlessly. The
sound is so captivating that this CD
hasn't been out of my Q > player since

I got it in the mail.
Lyrically, some of the songs are
reminiscentof Arrested Development,
but toned down a notch.
Despite it’s increasing airplay
“Cantaloop (Flip Fantasia),” with its
funky groove and lighthearted, playful
rapping remains my favorite. This
song provides a nice introduction to
the group, it’s musical philosophy and
background.
“Just Another Brother” goes out to
the brothers saying that, while
circumstances may vary, once he's
convicted, he’s just another brother on
lockdown. Easily forgotten.
“Knowledge o f Self” casts a

Byrd, Herbie Hancock and Cecil
Taylor, just to name a few.
This mix of old and new, jazz and
rap, is sure to win converts. If you
don’t normally take chances on CDs,
now is the time to branch o u t There’s
no excuse for missing music like this.
On the inside flap, Us3 reproduces
a quote by Martin Luther King, Jr. that
is worth sharing just in case you don't
get your own copy of this CD: “If we
are to have peace on Earth...our
loyalties must transcend our race, our
tribe, our class, andour nation; and this
means we must develop a world
perspective. No individual can live
alone. ..We must either learn to live
together as brothers or we are all going
to perish together as fools.”

$1,75 24 oz. drafts

$l7S 24 oz. drafts
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